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Appendix (1) 

Gaza traumatic event checklist  
(Abu Hein, Qouta, Thabet, & El Sarraj, 1993) 

 

The initial checklist was developed by the research department of the Gaza Community 

Mental Health Program and consisted of 12 items covering different types of traumatic 

events that a child may have been exposed to in the previous year (tear gas, beating, 

witnessing beating, breaking limbs, imprisonment, siblings’ imprisonment, injury, night 

raids, detention). The checklist can be completed by children of 6 to 16 years ("yes" or 

"no" statements). A revised version of the checklist was used in this study, with 12 items. 

These included different sensory types of exposure to traumatic experiences, such as 

auditory, visual, or olfactory experiences.  

 

No Item Yes No 

1 Tear Gas   

2 Beating   

3 Witnessing beating of relatives    

4 Breaking bones   

5 Breaking bones of relatives    

6 Imprisonment    

7 Imprisonment of close relatives    

8 Injury    

9 Night raids    

10 Humiliation   

11 Family members humiliation    

12 Detention   
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Appendix (2) 

Trauma Questionnaire Scale 

 (Qouta & El-Sarraj, 2004) 

 

The following are a number of questions related to difficult events that you were exposed 

to. It has nothing to do with a disorder or normal event.  

No Item Yes No 

1 Was your house exposed to shelling?   

2 Were you exposed to inhaling tear gas?   

3 Were you exposed to bombs?   

4 Were you shot at with live ammunitions?   

5 Were you exposed to shot at with rubber bullets?   

6 Were you shot to the degree that you lost consciousness?   

7 Were you derived of medical care when you needed it?   

 

Witnessing traumatic events:  

The following questions are related to events that you may have witnessed or heard about. 

Now I would like you to answer them.  

No Item Yes No 

1 Witnessing shooting fighting or explosion    

2 Witnessing strangers being injured or killed    

3 Witnessing family members, neighbours, relatives being 

injured or killed 

  

4 Witnessing family members being injured or killed    

5 Witnessing shelling and funerals   

 

Note: the trauma scale is answered by the child not the mother 
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Appendix (3) 

Checklist of traumatic experiences 
(Current Study) 

Items 

no 

The items of traumatic experiences  Options 

Yes or No 

Frequency 

1 Has your house been completely destroyed by shelling or 

bulldozing? 

  

2 Has your house been partially destroyed by shelling or bulldozing?   

3 Have you been exposed to inhaling tear gas?   

4 Have you been injured by shelling (e.g. wounds, burns, or bone 

break) by tanks, artillery,  or military planes? 

  

5 Have you been shot with live ammunition by occupying forces?   

6 Have you been shot with a rubber bullet by occupying forces?   

7 Have you been injured to the degree that you lost consciousness?   

8 Have you been exposed to live fire by occupying forces, but you 

were not injured? 

  

9 Have you been exposed to shelling by tanks, artillery,  or military 

planes, but you were not injured? 

  

10 Have you been beaten by occupied forces?   

11 Have the occupied forces used your house, block, camp, or zone as 

a cordon? 

  

12 Have the occupied forces threatened you with the possibility of not 

allowing access to your home? 

  

13 Have you been arrested by occupying forces?   

14 Has any of your close family members (father, mother, brother, 

sister) been killed by occupying forces? 

  

15 Has any of your friends, neighbours, or relatives been killed by 

occupying forces? 

  

16 Has any of your close family members been injured by occupying 

forces? 

  

17 Has any of your friends, neighbours, or relatives been injured by 

the occupying forces? 

  

18 Has anyone of your close family members been killed in front of 

your eyes by occupying forces? 

  

19 Has anyone been killed in front of your eyes by occupying forces?   
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Items 

no 

The items of traumatic experiences  Options 

Yes or No 

Frequency 

20 Have you attended to martyr’s funeral?   

21 Have you been exposed to humiliation by occupying forces?   

22 Has anyone of your close family members been exposed to 

humiliation by occupying forces? 

  

23 Have the occupied forces destroyed a land or farm of yours or of a 

dear person by a bulldozer. 

  

24 Have you been exposed to the hearing of the explosion sounds or 

the sound bombs? 

  

25 Have you witnessed the occupying forces destroying house(s).   

26 Have you witnessed shelling by tanks, artillery,  or military planes?   

27 Have you witnessed the occupying forces opening fire against 

people? 

  

28 Have you witnessed people being shelled and bombed?   

29 Have you witnessed a martyr’s funeral?   

30 Have you witnessed the occupying forces beating anyone?   

31 Have you witnessed injuring by the occupying forces?   

32 Have you witnessed anyone being arrested by the occupying 

forces? 

  

33 Have you witnessed the occupying forces destroying trees or 

farms? 

  

34 Have you witnessed the occupying forces not allowing an 

ambulance to reach a hospital? 
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Appendix (4) 

Children Post Traumatic Stress Reaction Index (PTSD-RI) 

(Pynoos et al., 1987) 

Fredrick (1985) developed the Post Traumatic Stress Reaction Index to study the effects of 

trauma on children. The index is a PTSD scale developed from DSM-III criteria for the 

PTSD. This instrument designed to assess the degree of Posttraumatic symptomatology in 

children. He reported that 60% of disaster victims, 100% of children who had been 

sexually molested, and 70% of those who had been physically abused, fulfilled PTSD as 

defined by DSM-III (APA, 1987). 

The CPTSD-RI (Appendix) is a 20-item scale designed to assess post-traumatic stress 

reactions of school-age children and adolescents (6-16 years) following exposure to a 

broad range of traumatic events. Its scores by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 according to presence of 

symptoms. The scale correlates at +0.95 with persons diagnosed in clinical settings in 

hospitals as compared to those persons diagnosed officially by mental health personnel as 

having PTSD. 

Previous published empirical comparisons of CPTSD-RI scores with a diagnosis of PTSD 

in clinical populations have suggested the following guidelines: a total score of 12-24 

indicates a "mild" level of PTSD reaction; 25-39 a "moderate" level; 40-59 a "severe" 

level; above 60 a "very severe" reaction. Inter-rater reliability for this instrument when 

administered by a clinician has been reported to be excellent, with a Cohen kappa of 0.87 

for inter-item agreement (Pynoos et al, 1987). ). Items are rated on a 0-4 scale. Scores 

were classified as �mild PTSD reaction� (total score of 12-24), �moderate� (25-39), 

�severe� (40-59), and �very severe� (above 60 - Goenjian et al., 1995). The CPTSD-RI 

was also translated into Arabic, following piloting.  

The PTSDRI was standardized on 750 children and 1,350 adult cases of stress-laden 

events and has shown a correlation of .91 with a positive PTSD diagnosis in children 

(Fredrick, 1985). More recently, Shannon et al. (1994) and Lonigan et al. (1994) used the 

PTSDRI in a study with more than 5,500 children exposed to Hurricane Hugo. Shannon al. 

(1994) reported huge internal consistency values (alpha=.83) for the full instrument and 

values ranging from .55 to.86 for symptoms clusters corresponding to DSM-II-R, Lonigan 

et al. (1994) provided validity evidence for the PTSDRI by demonstrating that the 

presence of PTSD synptomatology assessed by the PTSDRI was strongly related to self-

reported hurricane severity, degree of home damage, and continued displacement. 

Similarly, Shaw et al. (1995) used the instrument in a study of children 2 months after 

Hurricane Andrew, estimated coefficient alpha at .75, and the test-retest reliability between 

2 and 8 months posthurricane was .59.  
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Self-reported CPTSD-RI items (N=239) 

No CPTSD-RI item 

1 Identified as traumatic (A1) 

2 Regular fear (A2) 

3 Repetitive images (B1) 

4 Repetitive thoughts (B1) 

5 Nightmares (B2) 

6 Fear of recurrence (B3) 

7 Anhedonia (C4) 

8 Emotional detachment (C5) 

9 Emotional avoidance (C1) 

10 Emotional numbing (C6) 

11 Easily startled (D5) 

12 Sleep disturbance (D1) 

13 Memory difficulties (D3) 

14 Concentration 

15 Social avoidance (C2) 

16 Upset by reminders (B4) 

17 Somatic complaints (B5) 

18 Behaviour outburst (D2) 

19 Guilt 

20 Sense of foreshadowing 

 

*A-D: items included in DSM-IV criteria (309.81 Posttraumatic stress disorder - American 

Psychiatric Association, 1994) 
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Appendix (5) 

Symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorders (SPTSD) 

(Current Study) 

No Item validity resource 

       Somatic symptoms (8 items) 

3 I feel that my body is tied. ^   + & 

6 I suffer from pains that did not exist before the trauma. ^   + & 

9 I suffer from vertigo, sickness, and/or headaches. ^  =  & 

12 I wet myself since the traumatic event. ^  =  & 

15 I feel panic and my heart rate increases when I hear the sound of 

an ambulance. 

^  = + & 

18 I have stomach-ache, diarrhea and/or constipation. ^  = + & 

21 I get tired easily.    +  

24 My appetite has changed (increased or decreased). ^     

       Cognitive symptoms (11 items) 

1 I have bad dreams that are related to occupation violence. ^ * = + & 

4 I wake up lazy and upset. ^ *    

7 I hate being alive. ^ * = +  

10 I enjoy life less than I did before. ^ * =  & 

13 I fear I will be injured by occupying forces if I go out my home. ^ * =  & 

16 I expect to hear bad news about a close person (e.g. dead, 

injured) at any time. 

^ * =  & 

19 I feel guilty because I am still alive but others are dead. ^  =  & 

22 I feel afraid of the future. ^  = + & 

25 When I go to bed, I spend a long time trying to get sleeping. ^ * =  & 

27 I can’t stop thinking about the traumatic event that I was 

exposed. 

^ *  + & 

49 I really feel that my plans and dreams have changed since the 

traumatic event(s). 

^ *    

        Emotional symptoms (10 items)  

2 I am filled with terror when I remember the scenes of children 

being killed by occupying forces. 

^ * =  & 
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No Item validity resource 

5 I fear being alone.  *    

8 I have a strong wish to take revenge against people that hurt me.  *    

11 I get tense and nervous easily without good reason. ^ * = + & 

14 I feel panic when I hear the sound of the planes. ^ * =  & 

17 I am fearful of any un unexpected actions or sounds. ^ * =  & 

20 I fear that the trauma recurs.  ^ * =  & 

23 My mood and emotions were unstable after the trauma. ^     

26 I feel with emotional numbing. ^     

28 I feel the fear, worry, and sadness to the extent of that I became 

not capable to speak up frankly or weep. 

  = +  

       Social behavioural problems (13 items) 

29 I avoid talking about the traumatic event. ^ *  + & 

31 I became rude and tough with others after traumatic event. ^ *  + & 

33 I avoid going to the places which remind me of the traumatic 

event. 

^ *  + & 

35 My relationship with my family members became bad after the 

traumatic event. 

^   +  

37 I have returned to do some things that I had stopped (e.g. I go to 

sleep with my parents, sucking up my finger, biting my nails 

etc). 

^ *   & 

39 I like to break the rules of my family or school. ^     

41 I do not trust the people around me since the traumatic event. ^  = +  

42 I would like to punish other people or damage their property.  *    

43 I feel that my parents cannot protect me and keep me safe.   =   

45 I avoid touching some things or playing in unknown places 

because I fear that a bomb will go off. 

^  =  & 

47 I feel lonely and do not like social occasions. ^  = + & 

50 I feel alienated as most people do not understand what how I 

feel. 

^  =  & 

51 I can not enjoy games or hobbies since the traumatic event(s). ^  =  & 

       Dysfunction of Academic Performance (9 items) 

30 I can not concentrate on my studies. ^    & 
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No Item validity resource 

32 My performance at school has become worse. ^   +  

34 I can not pay attention during school lessons. ^   + & 

36 I have difficultly remembering some things since the traumatic 

event. 

^    & 

38 I feel that my studies are not important because I will probably 

be killed at any time. 

^     

40 I feel that my school is no longer a safe place. ^  = +  

44 I feel bored and uncomfortable during the school day. ^     

46 I hope to give up school or stay away for some time. ^     

48 My behaviour at school has become unfit ^     

   ^  validated by (DSM-IV, 1994)   

   *  validated by (ICD-10, 1992)     

   =  validated on Palestinian sample (Hawajri, 2003)         

   +  validated on Palestinian sample (El-Khosondar, 2004)     

   &  validated on Palestinian sample (Pynoos, et al., 1987) 
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Appendix (6) 

Network of psycho-social support (NPSS) 

(Current Study) 

No Item 

      A- Family support (18 items) 

1 I can talk openly with family members about my troubles. 

7 My parents encourage me to study. 

13 I get advice from my parents about how to behave in crises. 

18 Family members help me to solve my problems. 

23 I feel loved by my family. 

28 My parents encourage me to enjoy my hobbies. 

32 My family encourage me to make friends. 

35 My family is kind to me. 

38 I find my parents beside me during the shelling. 

41 During shelling, my parents explain to me what is happening. 

42 My family members cope very well during the shelling and clashing. 

44 I feel that my family members understand my feelings 

46 My family members care about me very much. 

48 My family encourage me to be patient during the difficult circumstances. 

50 Whenever I have a problem I can ask my parents for help. 

52 My family make me feel with the satisfaction, safe, and the strength. 

54 Since I was a little child I still get a lot of support from my parents.  

55 I feel well when I request the support from my family. 

       B- Governmental and NGOs support(4 items) 

24 The community organizations advise and help me improve the difficult 

circumstances. 

33 I find that the advice and information given on national TV is usefulness during 

shelling or difficult times. 

36 I am involved with educational and entertainment activities of the community 

foundation (e.g. summer camp). 

39 I find that the advice and information given on national radio is useful during 

the shelling or difficult times. 
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       C-Friend support (5 items) 

3 My friends are good with me.  

9 I find my friends support me when I am in need. 

15 When I am in a trouble, I can depend on my close colleagues for help. 

20 I feel that I am care place from my colleagues who live near. 

25 My relations with my colleagues make me feel my importance. 

       D-Relatives and neighbours support (6 items) 

4 I think that community individuals quickly help any one in need.  

10 I find my neighbours support me when I am in need. 

16 I find my relatives support me when I am in need. 

21 I can talk to others about my troubles or traumatic experiences. 

26 I have good relationships with the people that I meet. 

30 I feel that I am cared for by the party that I am belonging to. 

       E- Spiritual and religious support (9 items) 

5 I pray five times per day. 

11 I attend religious lessons. 

17 I read the Holy Quran regularly. 

22 I believe that any good or bad things that happen come from the God. 

27 I believe when I face some bad situation I may not be happy now but it will be 

a good for me afterwards. 

31 I believe strongly that nobody can hurt me if my God does not want this. 

34 I worship and read some verses of the Quran when I feel I am in danger time. 

37 I feel I am close to God. 

40 I take every possible action in order to achieve my goals and then I ask my God 

for help and rely on that. 

       F- National pride (8 items) 

6 I believe strongly that we should sacrifice for my homeland. 

12 I believe that freedom requires has a price and I am prepared to pay it. 

43 I listen to the national music and songs. 

45 I believe that it is necessary to liberate my homeland even if the cost will be too 

much. 

47 I believe that the benefit of my homeland is better than personal benefit. 
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49 I think a good citizen is someone who aims to honesty develops his community.  

6 I cannot surrender to the occupation. 

53 I believe that the oppression of occupation will not last forever. 

       G- School support (5 items) 

2 I was given training about security and safety issues during the shelling and 

clashing through the school. 

8 The school counsellor helps me to deal with crises and trauma. 

14 I feel that the teachers advise and support me to overcome difficult 

circumstances. 

19 I feel that the atmosphere at school is nice and enjoyable. 

7 The school provides good opportunities to get involved in cultural, social and 

entertainment activities. 
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Appendix (7) 

Personality Assessment Questionnaire (P.A.Q) 

 By Ronald Rohner (1984) 

Translated and carried out in Egypt by Mamdoha Salama (1988). 

No A-  Hhostility/Agression (9 items) 

1 I feel resentment against people. 

8 I have trouble controlling my temper. 

15 I find myself pouting or sulking when I get angry. 

22 I make fun of people who do stupid things. 

29 I like being sarcastic. 

36 I get so angry I throw and break things. 

43 I get revenge when someone insults me or hurts my feelings. 

50 I want to hit something or someone. 

57 I think about fighting or being unkind. 

       B- Ddependence (9 items) 

2 I like to be given encouragement when I have trouble with something. 

9 I like people to feel sorry for me when I am ill. 

16 I would prefer keep my problems to myself than seek sympathy or comfort. 

23 I like friends to make a fuss over me when I am hurt or sick. 

30 I like my friends to sympathize with me and to cheer me up when I am depressed. 

37 I like to be given encouragement when I have failed. 

44 I prefer to work out problems on my own rather than ask for reassurance or 

encouragement. 

51 I like people to be sympathetic when I have problems. 

58 I like my friends to show a lot of affection toward me. 

       C- Negative Self-Esteem (9 items) 

3 I get disgusted with my self. 

10 I feel I am a good person and worthy of the respect of others. 

17 I certainly feel worthless. 

24 I feel pretty good about myself. 

31 When I meet a stranger I think that he is better than I am. 
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38 I like myself. 

45 I feel that I am no good and never will be good. 

52 I feel I am inferior to others in most respects. 

59 I wish I could have more respect for myself. 

       D- Negative Self-Adequacy (9 items) 

4 I think I am a failure. 

11 I can compete successfully for the things I want. 

18 I am overcome by feelings of inadequacy. 

25 I feel I am successful in the things I do. 

39 I am pretty satisfied with my ability to meet daily demands as they arise. 

46 I am dissatisfied with myself, feeling that I am not as capable as most of the 

people I know. 

53 I feel I am as capable as most people around me. 

60 I feel inept in many of the things I try to do. 

32 I feel depressed by my own inability to handle various situations. 

No E- Emotional Unresponsiveness (9 items) 

5 I feel I have trouble making and keeping close, intimate friends. 

12 It is hard for me to be emotionally spontaneous around people. 

19 My relationship with others is spontaneous and warm. 

26 I feel distant and detached from most people. 

33 It is easy for me to be affectionate with people I care about. 

40 I have trouble expressing my true feelings. 

47 I feel uncomfortable and awkward when I try to show the way I really feel to 

someone I like. 

54 I am warm and affectionate toward the people I really like. 

61 I avoid close interpersonal relationships. 

       F- Emotional Instability (9 items) 

6 I get upset easily when I meet difficult problems. 

13 I get upset when things go wrong. 

20 My mood is fairly constant throughout the day. 

27 I am cross and grumpy without any good reason. 

34 Some things get on my nerves unbearably even though I know they are 
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unimportant. 

41 I can take a lot of frustration without getting angry or upset. 

48 Small setbacks upset me a lot. 

55 I am cheerful and happy one minute and gloomy or discontent the next. 

62 I can keep my composure when I am under minor emotional stress. 

       G- Negative Worldview (9 items) 

7 I view the universe as a threatening, dangerous place. 

14 Overall, life-the very nature of the universe-is for me good, friendly, and secure. 

21 I see life, by its very nature, as being insecure and threatening. 

28 Life for me is a good thing. 

35 I view the world as an anxious and insecure place to live in. 

42 In my view the world is basically a good, happy place. 

49 I see life as full of dangers. 

56 I feel that life is pleasant. 

63 I see the world as basically a secure and pleasant place to live in. 
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Appendix (8) 

Descriptions of the traumatic experiences types 

(Current Study) 

Types of 

traumatic 

experiences 

Items  

No 

Sum 

of 

items 

descriptions 

direct 

individual 

experiences 

 

 

3/4/5/6/7/8/

9/10/11 

12 

/13/20/21/

24   

 

14 exposure to inhaling  tear gas, injured by 

shelling (e.g. wounds, burns, or bone break) by 

tanks, artillery,  or military planes, shot with 

live ammunition or a rubber bullet, injuring to 

the degree that you lost consciousness, to live 

fire but a child was not injured, to shelling by 

tanks, artillery,  or military planes, but a child 

was not injured, beating, cordoning of the house 

or zone, threatening with possibility of not 

allowing access to home, arresting, attending to 

martyr’s funeral, humiliation, hearing of the 

explosions sound or the sound bombs by 

occupying forces) 

direct 

material 

damage 

 

1/2/23  3 a child’s house has been destroyed completely 

or partially by shelling or bulldozing, and the 

occupied forces have destroyed the lands or 

farms for a child or a dear person on you by 

bulldozer 

indirect 

individual 

experiences 

 

 

 

25/26/29/34  

4 by the hearing and the seeing in the place of the 

event (e.g., witnessing of destroying house(s), 

shelling by tanks, artillery,  or military planes, a 

martyr’s funeral, and witnessing the occupying 

forces not allowing an ambulance to reach a 

hospital or injured person) 
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Proximate 

 

14/16/18/22

/15/17 

6 someone of a child’s close family members 

“father, mother, brother, sister” has been killed, 

injured, killed in front of a child’s eyes, 

exposed to humiliation by occupying forces and 

someone of a child’s friends, neighbours, or 

relatives has been killed, and injured by 

occupying forces 

Distant 

 

19/27/28/30

/31/32/33  

7 by exposure normal people to trauma (e.g., 

exposure to someone has been killed in front of 

a child’s eyes, witnessing of the occupying 

forces opening fire against people, witnessing 

people have being shelled and bombed, 

witnessing someone has beaten, injured, 

arrested, witnessing of trees and farms have 

destroyed by the occupying forces) 
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Appendix (9) 

Social Support Scale (SSS) 

(Diab, 2006)  

====================================================================== 

This scale is used to assess the degree of social support that a person knows from the 

others around him. Please read each sentence before taking a decision: 

 1. If the words apply to you, circle the word (always).  

2. If the words apply to you somewhat, circle the word (sometimes).  

3. If the phrase does not apply to you that much, circle the word (rarely).  

There are no absolute correct or wrong answers, and any answer is correct when 

expressing your feelings sincerely. 

No Phrase Always Sometimes Rarely 

1 When I need help, I find my friends stand 

beside me 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

2 When I face a problem, I can ask for my 

parents or relatives’ help  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

3 I do not know any one that I can trust(I feel 

that my confidence in people around me is 

weak) 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

4 My friends make me feel important, even if 

my behaviour is wrong  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

5 My family makes me feel satisfied and 

strong 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

6 When I face troubles or problems I do not 

tell anyone  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

7 My friends are gentle with me regardless of 

what I do (I feel that my friends treat me 

well ) 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

8 From a young age, I get a great deal of 

support from my parents 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

9 I used to have intimate friends to talk with 

about my secrets, but now I no longer have 

these types of friends in my life  

Always Sometimes Rarely 
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No Phrase Always Sometimes Rarely 

10 When I am in trouble, I can rely on my 

close colleagues to support me  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

11 I feel comfortable when I ask for my 

family’s support 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

12 I feel lonely and lost without my friends as 

if I know no one 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

13 I feel that I am of interest to my colleagues 

who live near me 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

14 Throughout my life,  I have always those 

who helped me whenever I needed it  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

15 There are some people that I can ask for  

help when I am unhappy or facing troubles 

and problems  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

16 Being treated well by my colleagues makes 

me feel important 

Always Sometimes Rarely 

17 My brothers and sisters help me when I 

need their help  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

18 I do not belong to any social groups (social 

activities)  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

19 I feel that there is no real support from my 

colleagues  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

20 I think that people do not need each other, 

and they can rely on themselves  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

21 Moral support from friends is important to 

me  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

22 I feel comfortable when I ask for help from  

Sheikhs ( Muslim religious men)  

Always Sometimes Rarely 

23 I am confident in myself and in my ability 

to deal with new situations without the help 

of others  

Always Sometimes Rarely 
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Social Support Scale (SSS) 

 Additional Information 

 

This scale was used in the study (Diab, 2006) 

the study was titled as follows: "Social support as a mediating factor between stressful 

events and mental health for Palestinian adolescents" . 

It was about the Palestinian environment in the Gaza Strip, where the study sample 

consisted of 550 secondary school students both males and females, ranging between 15-

year-old to 19-year-old. The average age was 16.3- year-old with a standard variance of 

0.60. 

  

The study aimed at identifying the role of social support as a protective factor (variable 

mediator) of the psychological impact resulting from the exposure of individuals to events 

pressure, and determining the negative impact of the pressing events on the psychological 

health of adolescents.  

 

The study sample consisted of 550 secondary school students both males and females, 

ranging between 15-year-old to 19-year-old. The average age was 16.3- year-old with a 

standard variance of 0.60. The sample consisted of 51.1% males and 48.9% females.  

A questionnaire was used to identify social support which was originally prepared by 

Shqair in 2002, as it was rationed on the Palestinian environment and it was sincere and 

genuine to the extent that can be applied to the Palestinian environment. 
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Appendixes (10) 

A list of interview schedule (case 1) 

 

Gender: Male                                                                               Pseudonym: Ahmad 

Age: 14 

Residence: South of Gaza 

Number of traumatic experiences: 22 

Code: 2yp695 

Date of first application: 2/4/2006.        Level of symptoms PTSD: Mild.  

Date of second application: 9/4/2007.    Level of symptoms PTSD: Mild. 

 

Section I: traumatic experiences during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Uprising) 

 

1- Interviewer: Could you please tell me what are the worst things (events), which you 

have seen occurring to people (family, friends or neighbours)  due to the activities of the 

occupying forces during the Al-Aqsa Intifada until now? 

 

Client: There was a person unable to walk as a result of intense fear caused by the 

occupation forces’ bombardment; he was transferred by his family for treatment. 

Bombardment took place in the area I live in... As a result, there were ten people sitting in 

the street not able to stand on their feet because of fear of the shelling.  Furthermore, there 

was a person hit directly in the head. 

 

2- Interviewer: Could you tell me what are the worst things (traumatic events) that you 

directly passed through  Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: When the occupation troops demolished our home, when the occupation forces 

bulldozed our farm, I lost a person (martyr) who was very close to me. 

 

3- Interviewer :In your own words, could you describe what you did when your house 

was bulldozed by the soldiers? When the occupation forces bulldozed your farm, you lost a 

person (martyr) who was very close to you. 

 

Client: I was very sad at the loss of our house.. It is painful when I remember our house, 

the place where I slept and played, as well as when our farm was bulldozed. 
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4- Interviewer: How did you feel when your house was bulldozed by the soldiers? (or 

other situations as shown above in question 3) 

 

Client: Great sadness and anger ... I wanted revenge on the occupation soldiers in any 

possible way I could. 

 

5- Interviewer: How did you deal with these feelings? 

     Prompts: Did you tell anyone about them? Did you get any help or support from 

anyone? Do you feel safe, secure and free nowadays?  

 

Client: People helped and supported us into being patient. .. I told my friends and 

colleagues about what happened... Some of my friends used to support me and say to me: 

you have to be patient in order to resist the occupation’s severe practices.  

 

6- Interviewer: From our earlier research it seems as if your everyday life has not been 

significantly affected by having witnessed these disturbing events. Why do you think that 

is? 

 Prompts: What do you think are the reasons that make you keep doing well and not suffer 

from any problem or disturbance? 

 

Client: Because the one who destroyed our house was not a national... but it is the hateful 

and brutal occupation on the Palestinian people... it was sad in the first months... and then 

sadness and concern were eased due to people supporting us financially and morally, in 

addition to their encouraging us to keep patient. 

 

7- Interviewer: Could you please describe how you feel now, after being subjected to 

traumatic experiences and difficult events during Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

Prompts: Are you still doing well or not? Describe that in terms of school, family, street, 

or friends…  

 

Client: Not all aspects of life are as normal: some things are different from the way it was 

before... my feelings at school are as normal as before, but when walking in the street, I 

remember our house which was demolished and the places where I used to play... And 

whenever someone reminds me about our demolished house... I feel worried, panicked, 

angry and sad. 

  

Section II: Personality Traits 

 

8- Interviewer: How would you describe yourself as a person?  
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    Prompt: What sort of person are you? Most important characteristics, for example: 

nervous, happy, optimistic, moody (temperamental), a lover of life  .... 

 

Client: I am not happy all of the time… and I am not nervous all the time 

 

9- Interviewer: Has experiencing “traumatic events” made a difference to how you see 

yourself?  

    Prompt: If so, do you see yourself now as different from before you were exposed to 

trauma? How would you say you have changed?       

 

Client: Yes, there are different things ... When we moved to a new location after the 

demolition of our home... I missed my friends and places where I used to play previously... 

now at the new house, friends and the environment around us are different... they attacked 

my friends and my neighbours in the previous house before it was demolished... 

 

10- Interviewer: Could you frankly tell me how you think other people see you?  

      Prompt: members of your family, friends? Is their view the same as before or has it 

changed? Explain? 

 

Client: Members of my family and my friends view me in the same way ... the events did 

not affect me much. 

 

11- Interviewer: You reacted in a certain way dealing with the traumatic events during the 

Al-Aqsa Intifada. Why do you think you reacted the way you did to these “traumatic 

events”?  

 

Client: I have looked at the actions of the occupation troops from bombing and 

destruction. It is a hateful occupation happening to us... We must stand firm in its face and 

not surrender to it at any cost.  

12- Interviewer: What type of things do you like to play or draw? 

 

Client: I like to draw everything, especially birds.. the occupation soldiers fire at us and I 

like to play computer games of shooting, soldiers and battles .. even before our house was 

demolished, I liked shooting games. 

 

Section III: psychological and social support 

 

13- Interviewer: Can you describe the relationship you have with your parents and the rest 

of your family members, school teachers, and friends?  Prompt: Strong ( ) Moderate ( ) 
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Weak 

 

Client: I have good relations with my family members as there are few problems that 

occur within the house. And my relationship with my teachers is good, but with some 

other teachers it is different as they easily get angry for trivial reasons...  

 

14- Interviewer: Who do you get support, backing and encouragement from? Explain  

      Prompts: Family members? Friends? Teachers? Neighbors? Charitable Associations? 

Governmental /NGOs? Can you describe?  

 

Client: House members provide support, assistance and encouragement at the time of joy 

and distress... in our house the cultural atmosphere is quite lively, encouraging me to learn 

and get acquainted with what is going on in the world around us. Also, teachers and some 

of my friends encourage me... some of them are jealous and envious when I get high 

marks.  

 

15- Interviewer: What do you think about that support? 

      Prompt:  good, poor.. 

Client: I think that the support is good enough. 

 

Section IV: adaptation / acclimatization 

 

16- Interviewer: What characteristics do you believe may have helped you in dealing well 

with these difficult situations during the Intifada better than other children, who fell 

victims to the many problems?  

 

Client: I think it is because I am brave, bold and optimistic of victory, in addition to 

having a strong faith and committed to pray in the mosque often, particularly for dawn 

prayers. I always submit myself to God and do not fear the occupation forces. 

 

17- Interviewer: What do you think about people who are affected badly when they are 

exposed to several traumatic experiences during the Intifada, and still suffering from 

numerous problems and disturbances?  

Prompt: you were almost in similar circumstances (a traumatic experience), and despite 

that you still enjoy good health. How did you survive after being exposed to these 

traumatic events? 

 

Client: Because they did not understand the nature of the occupation... and, perhaps 

because they did not have the faith... , and they are afraid of everything, as well as perhaps 
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not receiving sufficient support from friends and family to endure the difficult events.  

 

18- Interviewer: Do you see yourself as being well?  

      Prompt: always, sometimes?  

Client: I see myself generally as being well, but not always. 

19- Interviewer: How did you deal with having been exposed to many traumatic events 

during the Intifada?  

       Prompt: Do you have particular strategies and methods in dealing with traumatic 

events? ways of  coping (physical or moral). 

 

Client: I used to resist the difficult events with faith and patience. I was not concerned 

with what the occupation soldiers perpetrated such as shelling and killing.. I carried out 

resistance through being diligent at school, because the nature of the occupation wants to 

make me ignorant and uneducated. I remember the advice of others when they told me: 

"Vietnamese used to study during the war in underground shelters". So I must be strong 

and defiant to beat the enemy. Also, my boldness and courage (without recklessness), 

helped me to challenge and overcome hardships. 

 

 20- Interviewer: Finally, what you expect to happen in 5 years time? 

 

Client: I expect that the occupation troops will not return to the Gaza Strip... due to the 

strong Palestinian resistance against the occupation ..I expect them to launch partial 

incursions, but I think that it may be impossible and difficult for reoccupation... also my 

father is a teacher and has encouraged me to study hard... I dream of achieving much in my 

studies and aim to join the university and study Medicine... my father, as well encourages 

me to achieve my ambition...  

 

End of the interview 
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Appendixes (11) 

Framework- Code Categories (case 1) 

No 

Cat. 

Factors Frequency 

c1 The patriotic sense, culture of challenge, a strong belief in the obligatory 

resistance of occupation and the patience to do so.  

A-Q6: ‘Because the one who destroyed our house was not a national... but it is 

the hateful and brutal occupation on the Palestinian people...’ 

A-Q11: ‘I have looked at the actions of the occupation troops from bombing and 

destruction. it is a hateful occupation happening to us... We must stand firm in his 

face and not to surrender to him at all costs.  

A-Q17: ‘Because they did not understand the nature of the occupation..’. 

A-Q19: ‘So I must be strong and defiant to beat the enemy’.  

A-Q20: ‘I expect that the occupation troops will not return to the Gaza Strip... 

due to the strong Palestinian resistance against the occupation ..I expect them to 

launch partial incursions, but I think that it may be impossible and difficult for 

reoccupation…’ 

*****  

c2 Non frustration, hopeful towards future, ambitious and optimistic for bright future 

victory. 

A-Q10: ‘Members of my family and my friends view me in the same way ... the 

events did not affect me much’. 

A-Q16: ‘I am optimistic of victory’. 

A-Q20: ‘I dream to achieve well in my studies, join the university and study 

Medicine...’ 

***  

c3 Motivated by religion, faith and patience with calamities.  

A-Q16: ‘In addition to having a strong faith and committed to pray in the mosque 

often, particularly for dawn prayers. I always submit myself to God’. 

A-Q17: ‘perhaps because they did not have the faith...’ 

A-Q19: ‘I used to resist the difficult events with faith and patienc’.  

*** 

c4 Family support and encouragement. 

A-Q13: ‘I have good relations with my family members as there are few 

problems that occur within the house’. 

A-Q14: ‘House members provide support, assistance and encouragement at the 

*** 
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time of joy and distress... in our house cultural atmosphere is quite good, 

encouraging me to learn and get acquainted with what is going on in the world 

around us’.  

A-Q20: ‘also my father is a teacher and has encouraged me to study hard..., as 

well encourages me to achieve my ambition...’ 

c5 Friends’ support 

A-Q5: ‘Some of my friends used to support me and say to me: you have to be 

patient and resist the occupation’s severe practices’.  

A-Q14: ‘some of my friends do encourage me... some of them are jealous and 

envious when I get high marks’.  

**  

c6 Relatives, neighbours’ backing, people and Community support and backing 

(governmental institutions or charities). 

A-Q5: ‘People helped and support us to be paient’ 

A-Q6: ‘people’s support to us financially and morally, in addition to their 

encouraging to keep patient’. 

A-Q17: ‘as well as perhaps not receiving sufficient support from friends and 

family to endure the difficult events’.  

*** 

C7 Teachers’ support 

A-Q13: ‘my relationship with my teachers is good’. 

A-Q14: ‘as well as teachers provide us support’.  

** 

C8 Diligent at school despite difficult circumstances.  

A-Q19: ‘I insisted resistance through being diligent at school, because the nature 

of the occupation wants to make me ignorant and uneducated. I remember the 

advice of others when they told me: "Vietnamese used to study during the war in 

underground shelters".  

* 

C9 Emotions’ release, as the child talks to his friends, relatives and family about his 

worries and problems or draw etc... 

A-Q5: ‘I told my friends and colleagues about what happened..’ 

A-Q12: ‘I like to draw everything, especially birds.. the occupation soldiers fire 

at us and I like to play computer games of shooting, soldiers and battles .. even 

before our house was demolished, I liked shooting games’. 

**  

 

C10 Courage and boldness.  

A-Q16: ‘I am brave and bold’.. ‘I do not fear the occupation forces’.  

***  
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A-Q17: ‘they are afraid of everything’.  

A-Q19: ‘Also, my boldness and courage (without recklessness), helped me to 

challenge and overcome hardships’. 

c11 They are used to face trauma and difficult circumstances.  

c12 Avoiding loneliness and isolation from others.     

c13 Withdrawal of the occupation from the Gaza Strip, and having a sense of 

freedom.  

 

c14 Following-up entertainment and recreational programs.   

c15 The practice of sport and hobbies, such as painting and other ...  

A-Q12: ‘I like to draw everything, especially birds. Also, I like to play computer 

games of shooting, soldiers and battles’. 

*  

c16 A strong will and determination to overcome the difficult conditions.   

C17 A collective sense of worrying and misfortune, and that the difficult conditions 

and trauma are absolute results of the occupation’s nature, and against all people.  

 

C18 Not to make difficult or traumatic events dominate the person’s thinking or his 

daily life. Or try not to think permanently of the difficult and traumatic events. 

A-Q19: ‘I was not concerned with what the occupation soldiers perpetrated such 

as shelling and killing..’ 

* 

C19 Others 

Revenge:A-Q4:  

‘I want to revenge the occupation soldiers in any possible way I could’. 

General support: A-Q15: ‘I think that the support is good enough’. 

Seeing him self as being well: A-Q18: ‘I see myself generally well, but not 

always’. 

*** 

 

A-Q means answer of question.   

* means number of frequency of factors 
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Appendixes (12) 

 

Initial thematic map, showing five main themes for the (case 1) 
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Appendixes (13) 

A list of interview schedule (case 2) 

 

Gender: Male                                                                                  Pseudonym: Ali           

Age: 15 

Residence: South of Gaza  

Number of traumatic experiences: 16 

Code: 2yp691 

Date of first application: 18/4/2006.        Level of symptoms of PTSD: Mild.  

Date of second application: 15/4/2007.   Level of symptoms of PTSD: Mild. 

 

Section I: traumatic experiences during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Uprising) 

 

1- Interviewer: Dear Mr. Mohammed, could you please tell me what are the worst things 

(events), which you have seen occurred to the people (family, friends or neighbours) 

by the occupying forces during the Al-Aqsa Intifada until now? 

 

Client:  

- There has been an incursion in the area in which I live. 

- A tank launched fire towards my cousin. 

 

 2- Interviewer: Could you tell me what are the worst things (traumatic events) that you 

directly passed through Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: A soldier in a nearby settlement opened fire towards both me and my cousins 

intensively. We felt then that we were on the verge of death.  

 

3- Interviewer: In your own words, could you describe what did you do when the 

occupying soldiers opened fire towards you?  

 

Client: I tried to escape and help rescue my cousins from danger. And also I felt that the 

occupation soldiers had no mercy in their hearts.. Though they recognized us as children.  

 

4- Interviewer: How did you feel when that happened?  

 

Client: I expected to die at any moment... I was very scared at that time. 

 

5- Interviewer: How did you deal with these feelings? 
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Prompts: Did you tell anyone about them? Did you get any help or support from anyone? 

Do you feel safe,  secure and free nowadays?  

 

Client: I still remember that event on an ongoing basis, it did not affect my life much, but 

there was a big impact when we came under the occupation soldiers’ fire. 

  

6- Interviewer: From our earlier research it seems as if your everyday life has not been 

significantly affected by having witnessed these disturbing events. Why do you think 

that is? 

     Prompts: What do you think the reasons that make you keep doing well and not suffer 

from any problem or disturbance? 

 

Client: I believe that we must resist the occupation.. and to stand firmly in their face, 

because they are enemies .. and I still practice my life as normal .. and increased sitting 

with my friends .. stay away from being lonely.. and I like to reach out to people ..  

 

7- Interviewer: Could you please describe how do you feel now, after being subjected to 

traumatic experiences and difficult events during Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

Prompts: Are you still doing well or not.. Describe that in terms of school, family, friends, 

Community   

 

Client: My life goes in an ordinary manner.. Whether at school or within the family... and 

my relation with people is good, but still expect an invasion or bombardment to happen at 

any moment...  

 

Section II: Personality Traits 

 

8- Interviewer: How would you describe yourself as a person?  

    Prompt: What sort of person are you? Most important characteristics:(nervous, happy, 

optimistic, moody (temperamental), a lover of life ..). 

 

Client: Unsteady personality, sometimes happy, sometimes I wish that I would die 

because of the difficult circumstances in which we live.  

 

9- Interviewer: Has experiencing “traumatic events” made a difference to how you see 

yourself?  

    Prompt: If so, how do you see yourself now as different from before you were exposed to 

trauma? How would you say you have changed?       
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Client: Still see myself as I was in the past (unchanged). 

 

10- Interviewer: Could you frankly tell me how do you think other people see you?  

       Is it as it is or changed? Explain? 

 

Client: People still look to me  the same... There is no change... 

 

11- Interviewer: You reacted in a certain way dealing with the traumatic events during the 

Al-Aqsa Intifada. Why do you think you reacted the way you did to these “traumatic 

events”?  

 

Client: My methods of dealing with the events was to life... Get out and play with friends 

to forget my troubles, the past and the circumstances that I was subjected to, such as fear, 

incursions, shelling... so that I can exercise my life normally...  

12- Interviewer: What type of things do you like to play or draw? 

 

Client:  I like to draw geometric shapes, but do not know natural objects..., I would play 

on any computer game... (There is no certain game)... I also play table tennis at the 

mosque.  

 

13- Interviewer: Can you describe the relationship you have with your parents and the rest 

of your family members, school teachers, and friends?  Prompt: Strong ( ) Moderate( ) 

Weak 

 

Client: My relationship with the family, teachers and friends is natural. I deal with them 

all in a genuine way. 

 

14- Interviewer:  Who do you get support, backing and encouragement from? Explain  

      Prompts: Family members? Friends? Teachers? Neighbors? Charitable Associations? 

Governmental /NGOs? Can you describe?  

 

Client: I get support and encouragement from my parents, neighbours and friends in the 

neighbourhood and school. 

 

15- Interviewer: What do you think about that support? 

      Prompt:  good, poor or non-existent .. 

 

Client: I consider that I have received good support and assistance. 

 

Section IV: adaptation / acclimatization 
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16- Interviewer: What characteristics do you believe may have helped you deal well with 

these difficult situations during the Intifada better than other children, who fell victims to 

the many problems?  

Client: With a clear objective in life (to be an engineer) .. and I would be stronger than the 

difficult circumstances and occupation.  

- My ability to adapt to people and communicate with them socially and not to sit lonely. 

- Because my family and others’ support to me. 

- My achievement at the school is excellent.  

- Optimism and love of life. 

 

17- Interviewer: What do think about people that are affected badly when they are 

exposed to several traumatic experiences during the Intifada, and still suffering from 

numerous problems and disturbances?  

Prompt: you were almost in similar circumstances (a traumatic experience), and despite 

that you still enjoy good health. How did you survive after being exposed to these 

traumatic events? 

 

Client: Perhaps they do not have a strong faith and sufficient determination... not enough 

support... and they do not have a clear objective, not able to forget the past, not sociable, 

not diligent at school and they do not go to the mosque that much. 

 

18- Interviewer: Do you see yourself as being well?  

      Prompt: always, sometimes? 

Client: I often see myself as normal. 

 

19- Interviewer: How did you deal with having been exposed to many traumatic events 

during the Intifada?  

       Prompt: Do you have particular strategies and methods in dealing with traumatic 

events? ways of  coping (physical or moral). 

 

Client: My life goes as normal... I communicate with my family and I sit with them... not 

isolated from people... If I have a problem or concerns, I tell my friends so that they can 

provide help or advice to me. 

 

20- Interviewer: Finally, what you expect to happen in 5 years time? 

 

Client: I hope to continue my diligence, join the university and become an engineer and be 

successful in my life. 
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End of the interview 

 

 

Appendixes (14) 

Framework- Code Categories (case 2) 

No 

Cat. 

Factors helped reducing the emergence of post-traumatic disorders  Frequency 

c1 The patriotic sense, culture of challenge, a strong belief in the obligatory 

resistance of occupation and the patience to do so.  

A-Q6: ‘I believe that we must resist the occupation.. and to stand firmly in their 

face, because they are enemies ..’  

*  

c2 Non frustration, hopeful towards future, ambitious and optimistic for bright future 

victory. 

A-Q8: ‘sometimes happy, sometimes I wish that I would die because of the 

difficult circumstances in which we live’. 

A-Q11: ‘My methods of dealing with the events was to life...’ 

A-Q16: ‘With a clear objective in life (to be an engineer) .. and optimism and 

love of life. 

A-Q17: ‘and they do not have a clear objective’.  

A-Q20: ‘join the university and become an engineer and be successful in my 

life’. 

***** 

c3 Motivated by religion, faith and patience with calamities.  

A-Q17: ‘they do not go to the mosque that much’. 

* 

c4 Family support and encouragement. 

A-Q14: ‘I get support and encouragement from my parents’.  

A-Q16: ‘Because my family support to me’. 

A-Q17: ‘Perhaps they do not have a strong faith’.  

***  

c5 Friends’ support 

 A-Q14: ‘I get support and encouragement from my friends in the neighbourhood 

and school’. 

* 

c6 Relatives, neighbours’ backing, people and Community support and backing 

(governmental institutions or charities). 

*** 
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 A-Q14: ‘I get support and encouragement from my neighbours’.  

A-Q16: ‘Because my others’ support to me’. 

A-Q17: ‘not enough support... ‘  

C7 Teachers’ support  

C8 Diligent at school despite difficult circumstances.  

A-Q16: ‘My achievement at the school is excellent’.  

A-Q17: ‘ not diligent at school’.  

A-Q20: ‘I hope to continue my diligence’.  

*** 

C9 Emotions’ release, as the child talks to his friends, relatives and family about his 

worries and problems or draw etc... 

A-Q19: ‘If I have a problem or concerns, I tell my friends so that they can 

provide help or advice to me’. 

* 

C10 Courage and boldness.   

c11 They are used to face trauma and difficult circumstances.  

c12 Avoiding loneliness and isolation from others.    

A-Q6: ‘and increased sitting with my friends .. stay away from being lonely.. and 

I like to reach out to people ..’ 

A-Q11: ‘Get out and play with friends to forget my troubles, the past and the 

circumstances that I was subjected to, such as fear, incursions, shelling... so that I 

can exercise my life normally... ‘ 

A-Q16: ‘My ability to adapt to people and communicate with them socially and 

not to sit lonely’. 

A-Q17: ‘not sociable’. 

A-Q19: ‘My life goes as normal... I communicate with my family and I sit with 

them... not isolated from people...’ 

***** 

c13 Withdrawal of the occupation from the Gaza Strip, and having a sense of 

freedom.  

 

c14 Following-up entertainment and recreational programs.   

c15 The practice of sport and hobbies, such as painting and other ...  

A-Q12: ‘I like to draw geometric shapes, but do not know natural objects..., I 

would play on any computer game... (There is no certain game)... I also play table 

tennis at the mosque’. 

* 

c16 A strong will and determination to overcome the difficult conditions.  ** 
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A-Q16: ‘and I would be stronger than the difficult circumstances and 

occupation’.  

A-Q17: ‘Perhaps they do not have a sufficient determination’. 

C17 A collective sense of worrying and misfortune, and that the difficult conditions 

and trauma are absolute results of the occupation’s nature, and against all people. 

 

C18 Not to make difficult or traumatic events dominate the person’s thinking or his 

daily life. Or try not to think permanently of the difficult and traumatic events. 

A-Q5: ‘I still remember that event on an ongoing basis, it did not affect my life 

much, but there was a big impact when we came under the occupation soldiers’ 

fire’. 

A-Q6: ‘I still practice my life as normal’.  

A-Q7: ‘My life goes in an ordinary manner.. Whether at school or within the 

family... and my relation with people is good’.  

A-Q9: ‘Still see myself as I was in the past (unchanged)’. 

A-Q17: ‘not able to forget the past’.  

***** 

C19 Others 

A-Q13: Good relations with others: ‘My relationship with the family, teachers 

and friends is natural. I deal with them all in a genuine way’. 

A-Q15: Good support and assistance from others: ‘I consider that I have 

received good support and assistance’. 

A-Q18: Seeing myself as normal: ‘I often see myself as normal. 

 

*** 

A-Q means answer of question.   

* means number of frequency of factors 
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Appendixes (15) 

Initial thematic map, showing five main themes (Case 2) 
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Appendixes (16) 

A list of interview schedule (Case 3) 

 

Gender: Female                                                                               Pseudonym: Zienab 

Age: 18 

Residence: South of Gaza  

Number of traumatic experiences: 19 

Code: 1ys478 

Date of first application: 17/4/2006.    Level of symptoms: Mild.  

Date of second application: 1/4/2007.    Level of symptoms: Mild. 

 

Section I: traumatic experiences during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Uprising) 

1- Interviewer: Could you please tell me what are the worst things (events), which you 

have seen happen to people (family, friends or neighbours) during the Al-Aqsa Intifada 

until now? 

 

Client:  

A) I was subjected to repeated invasions of the region near the UNRWA clinic.  

B) Our house was partially demolished. 

C) My uncle Khalid was killed.  

 

2- Interviewer: Could you tell me what are the worst things (traumatic events) that you 

directly experienced during the Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: The most difficult and worst events I had undergone were represented in:- 

 

- The killing of my uncle Khalid during the repeated invasions in Alsalam neighbourhood. 

 

- After I and my family were exposed to a missile launched by an Israeli airplane, while 

we were fleeing our home, leaving our region which was the target of repeated incursions. 

The missile led to the injury of my father and the death of three martyrs before my eyes, 

but I and my family escaped. 

  

3- Interviewer: In your own words, could you describe how you dealt with the previous 

incidents? 

 

Client: With regards to the missile incident, I felt paralyzed and unable to act, I fell on the 

ground and could not do anything because of fear and terror and could not leave home.  
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- As for the martyrdom of my uncle Khalid, I expected to hear the news of his death at any 

moment, because he was challenging the Israeli incursions on an ongoing and lasting basis. 

So that on the day he was killed, I had a very strong sense that one of our family will be 

killed. When I heard the news, despite the difficulty of the news but I felt proud, and pride.  

 

4- Interviewer: How did you feel when you were exposed to such experiences? 

 

Client: I felt very scared, and unable to act, especially when the missile was launched and 

saw the mutilated bodies of three martyrs before me.  

 

5- Interviewer: How did you deal with these feelings? 

     Prompts: Did you tell anyone about them? Did you get any help or support from 

anyone? Do you feel safe,  secure and free nowadays? 

  

Client: Everyone lives and empathizes with the suffering and the resulting feelings, but I 

and my cousins were talking about our suffering and problems to each other. 

- As for backing, I often get the support from my family, as the family is coherent, and we 

often sit together grandmother, uncles, aunts, and talk frankly to each other. There is also 

continued and ongoing visits between the parents.  

- On sense of security and freedom: "I expect the re-occupation of Rafah at any time, as it 

does not feel security and safety due to the particular situation that has prevailed recently 

in the Gaza Strip represented in lawlessness and security problems between the Palestinian 

organizations.” Meanwhile, I was afraid to walk in the street alone, and I was affected by 

the killing of the three children (children of Balloucheh) because of the chaos and 

insecurity.  

 

6- Interviewer: From our earlier research it seems as if your everyday life has not been 

significantly affected by having witnessed these disturbing events. Why do you think that 

is? 

     Prompts: What do you think the reasons are that make you keep doing well and not 

suffer from any problem or disturbance? 

 

Client:  

- Bonding between family members. 

- Suffering of all from the same events as I am not the only one. (Collective sense of the 

events) 

- Religious morals.  
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- The deep feeling of martyrdom and the martyr’s prestigious status.  

- Philanthropy, giving and sacrifice for the homeland.  

7- Interviewer: Could you please describe how do you feel now, after being subjected to 

traumatic experiences and difficult events during Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: I feel better now after the withdrawal of the occupation from Gaza.  

 

Section II: Personality Traits 

 

8- Interviewer: How would you describe yourself as a person?  

    Prompt: What sort of person are you? Most important characteristics :( nervous, happy, 

optimistic, moody (temperamental), a lover of life  ...). 

 

Client: I see myself as a nervous person; express my outrage with the unwillingness to talk 

with anyone and tears –excessive sensitivity-. As well as optimistic as it is possible to 

overcome difficult phases and the future will be nice. 

 

9- Interviewer: Has experiencing “traumatic events” made a difference to how you see 

yourself?  

    Prompt: If so, how do you see yourself now as different from before you were exposed to 

the trauma? How would you say you have changed?       

 

Client: I used to follow the news bulletins so much, listen to radio and breaking news. 

Also I used to think about the events continuously and I wished martyrdom but now I have 

changed. 

 

10- Interviewer: Could you frankly tell me how do you think other people see you?  

      Prompt:  Is it as it was or has it changed? Explain? 

 

Client: Actually, it is changed now, as I reduced my following to the news and the 

breaking incidents. I also became a viewer to recreational and cultural programs and 

follow the radio and usful television programmes. Furthermore; I think, there are sweet 

things in life that we must accept them, and never feel frustrated and desperate despite of 

the difficult circumstances. 

 

11- Interviewer: You reacted in a certain way dealing with the traumatic events during the 

Al-Aqsa Intifada. Why do you think you reacted the way you did to these “traumatic 

events”? 
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Client: If we were to give in to these events and circumstances, we would have felt the 

frustration, despair and fatigue.  

12- Interviewer: What type of things do you like to play or draw? 

 

Client: I loved drawing martyrs and events of the uprising, but now I design houses, trees 

and roses.  

 

Section III: psychological and social support 

 

13- Interviewer: Can you describe the relationship you have with your parents and the rest 

of your family members, school teachers, and friends?  Prompt: Strong ( ) Moderate ( ) 

Weak 

 

Client: My relationship with my family is moderate as my father is often busy working, 

but my relationship with my family within the house is good. I also have good relations 

with my friends and teachers at school, but my relationship with my cousin is more 

stronger than with my mother. 

 

14- Interviewer: Who do you get support, backing and encouragement from? Explain  

      Prompts: Family members? Friends? Teachers? Neighbors? Charitable Associations? 

Governmental /NGOs? Can you describe?  

 

Client: I get support from my parents and friends. 

 

15- Interviewer: What do you think about that support? 

      Prompt:  good, poor.. 

Client: Support is enough, and no one fails to do so.  

 

Section IV: adaptation / acclimatization 

 

16- Interviewer: What characteristics do you believe may have helped you deal well with 

these difficult situations during the Intifada better than other children, who fell victims to 

the many problems?  

  

Client:  

- I do have an ambition and I have non-compliance with the events.  

- Permanent thinking of future and have an outlook of things. 

- Non-Constant reflection of events.  
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17- Interviewer: What do you think about people that are affected badly after having been 

exposed to several traumatic experiences during the Intifada, and still suffering from 

numerous problems and disturbances?  

Prompt: you were almost in similar circumstances (a traumatic experience), and despite 

that you still enjoy good health. How did you survive after being exposed to these 

traumatic events? 

 

Client: 

- They believed that the events will continue.  

- They have pessimistic outlook for the future.  

- They have fatigue and frustration.  

- They have bad family situation and there is nobody supporting them. 

- They have constant reflection of events as events control them. 

 

18- Interviewer: Do you see yourself as being well?  

      Prompt: always, sometimes?  

Client: I feel fine, but not always.  

 

19- Interviewer: How did you deal with having been exposed to many traumatic events 

during the Intifada?  

       Prompt: Do you have particular strategies and methods in dealing with traumatic 

events? ways of  coping (physical or moral). 

 

Client: the same methods that I mentioned earlier, such as: (better outlook for the future, 

not constrained of the surrounding circumstances and determination). 

 

20- Interviewer: Finally, what do you expect to happen in 5 years time? 

 

Client: To achieve high marks in high school and join the university. 

 

End of the interview 
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Appendixes (17) 

Framework- Code Categories (Case 3) 

No 

Cat. 

Factors helped reducing the emergence of post-traumatic disorders 

 

Frequency 

c1 The patriotic sense, culture of challenge, a strong belief in the obligatory 

resistance of occupation and the patience to do so.  

A-Q3: ‘As for the martyrdom of my uncle Khalid, I expected to hear the 

news of his death at any moment, because he was challenging the Israeli 

incursions on an ongoing and lasting basis. So that on the day he was killed, I 

had a very strong sense that one of our family will be killed. When I heard the 

news, despite the difficulty of the news but I felt proud, and pride’. 

A-Q6: ‘Philanthropy, giving and sacrifice for the homeland’.  

** 

c2 Non frustration, hopeful towards future, ambitious and optimistic for bright 

future victory. 

A-Q8: ‘As well as optimistic as it is possible to overcome difficult phases and 

the future will be nice’. 

A-Q10: ‘I think, there are sweet things in life that we must accept them, and 

never feel frustrated and desperate despite of the difficult circumstances’. 

A-Q16: ‘I do have an ambition …permanent thinking of future and have an 

outlook of things’. 

A-Q17: ‘They believed that the events will continue… They have pessimistic 

outlook for the future’.  

A-Q19: ‘better outlook for the future’.  

A-Q20: ‘To achieve high marks in high school and join the university’.   

****** 

c3 Motivated by religion, faith and patience with calamities.  

A-Q6: ‘- Religious morals..the deep feeling of martyrdom and the martyr’s 

prestigious status’.  

* 

c4 Family support and encouragement. 

A-Q5: ‘As for backing, I often get the support from my family, as the family 

is coherent’. 

A-Q6: ‘Bonding between family members’. 

A-Q13: ‘My relationship with my family is moderate as my father is often 

busy working, but my relationship with my family within the house is good’. 

***** 
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A-Q14: ‘I get support from my parents’. 

A-Q17:‘They have bad family situation and there is nobody supporting 

them’. 

c5 Friends’ support 

A-Q13: ‘I also have good relations with my friends’.  

A-Q14: ‘I get support from my friends. 

** 

c6 Relatives, neighbours’ backing, people and Community support and backing 

(governmental institutions or charities). 

 A-Q5: ‘and we often sit together grandmother, uncles, aunts, and talk frankly 

to each other’. 

A-Q13: ‘but my relationship with my cousin is stronger than with my 

mother’. 

** 

C7 Teachers’ support 

A-Q13: ‘I also have good relations with my teachers at school’. 

* 

C8 Diligent at school despite difficult circumstances.   

C9 Emotions’ release, as the child talks to his friends, relatives and family about 

his worries and problems or draw etc... 

A-Q5: ‘but I and my cousins were talking about our suffering and problems 

to each other’. 

* 

C10 Courage and boldness.   

c11 They are used to face trauma and difficult circumstances.  

c12 Avoiding loneliness and isolation from others.    

A-Q5: ‘There is also continued and ongoing visits between the parents’.  

* 

c13 Withdrawal of the occupation from the Gaza Strip, and having a sense of 

freedom.  

A-Q7: ‘I feel better now after the withdrawal of the occupation from Gaza’.  

* 

c14 Following-up entertainment and recreational programs.  

A-Q10: ‘I also became a viewer to recreational and cultural programs and 

follow the radio and useful television programmes’. 

* 

c15 The practice of sport and hobbies, such as painting and other ...  

A-Q12: ‘I loved drawing houses, trees and roses’.  

* 

c16 A strong will and determination to overcome the difficult conditions.  

A-Q11: ‘If we were to give in to these events and circumstances, we would 

*** 
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have felt the frustration, despair and fatigue’.  

A-Q17: ‘They have fatigue and frustration’.  

A-Q19: ‘and determination’.  

C17 A collective sense of worrying and misfortune, and that the difficult 

conditions and trauma are absolute results of the occupation’s nature, and 

against all people. 

A-Q5: ‘Everyone lives and empathizes with the suffering and the resulting 

feelings’. 

A-Q6: ‘Suffering of all from the same events as I am not the only one. 

(Collective sense of the events)’. 

** 

C18 Not to make difficult or traumatic events dominate the person’s thinking or 

his daily life. Or try not to think permanently of the difficult and traumatic 

events. 

 A-Q9: ‘I used to follow the news bulletins so much, listen to radio and 

breaking news. Also I used to think about the events continuously and I 

wished martyrdom but now I have changed’. 

 A-Q10: ‘Actually, it is changed now, as I reduced my following to the news 

and the breaking incidents’. 

A-Q12: ‘I loved drawing martyrs and events of the uprising, but now I design 

houses, trees and roses’.  

A-Q16: ‘I have non-compliance with the events… non-constant reflection of 

events’.  

A-Q17: ‘They have constant reflection of events as events control them’. 

A-Q19: ‘Not constrained of the surrounding circumstances’.  

****** 

C19 Others 

A-Q15: ‘Support is enough, and no one fails to do so’.  

A-Q18: ‘I feel fine, but not always’.  

** 

 A-Q means answer of question.   

* means number of frequency of factors 
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Appendixes (18) 

Initial thematic map, showing five main themes (Case 3) 
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Appendixes (19) 

A list of interview schedule (Case 4) 
 

Gender: Female                                                                              Pseudonym: Doa 

Age: 13 

Residence: South of Gaza  

Number of traumatic experiences: 21 

Code: 1ye437 

Date of first application: 8/4/2006.       Level of symptoms of PTSD: Mild.  

Date of second application: 24/4/2007.   Level of symptoms of PTSD : Mild. 

 

Section I: traumatic experiences during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Uprising) 

 

1-Could you please tell me what are the worst things (events), which you have seen 

occurred to the people (family, friends or neighbours)  by the occupying forces during the 

Al-Aqsa Intifada until now? 

 

Client:  

1- My cousin’s has been martyred.  

2- Another cousin was arrested by the occupation forces. 

3- My father passed away. 

 

2-Could you tell me what are the worst things (traumatic events) that you directly passed 

through  Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: “I saw my cousin when he was killed but not seen my father’s death.” The 

occupation troops also arrested her uncle and some of her relatives. 

 

3-In your own words, could you describe what did you do when your cousin was killed 

and your father passed away? 

 

Client: My father died when I was nine-years-old. It was at the beginning of the intifada 

and after that I became more connected with my cousin who often visited us and brought 

me gifts. Thus, I could feel compassion and warmth, but when he was killed I cried so 

much as if he was my brother... but I cried more than I did when my father passed away 

due to my deep love for him.  
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4-How did you feel when your cousin was killed? 

 

Client: I was very scared .. I do not know what to say, and I was very worried .. so I could 

not speak and I do not know what to say .. I loved him so much and cried for his departure 

more than my fathers.. as he was always making up the compassion I lost with my father’s 

death. I was very exhausted and agonized at the loss of my cousin, as he was like my 

brother and father. 

 

5- How did you deal with these feelings? 

     Prompts: Did you tell anyone about them? Did you get any help or support from 

anyone? Do you feel safe, secure and free nowadays?  

 

Client: I did not talk to anyone about my feelings, fears and grieves, as whenever I 

remember that event I become so afraid and sad for the death of my cousin. And even 

today, I do not like to speak with you about that event. 

6-From our earlier research it seems as if your everyday life has not been significantly 

affected by having witnessed these disturbing events. Why do you think that is? 

     Prompts: What do you think the reasons that make you keep doing well and not suffer 

from any problem or disturbance? 

 

Client: at the outset, I was very much affected and my achievement at school decreased. I 

was an excellent student at school, as when my father died during the summer I was going 

in to the fourth grade. At that year I could not remember anything that I studied in the 

previous years. In the aftermath, my achievement at school decreased and then relatives 

encouraged me to study, especially my cousin who was killed. After I had decided to carry 

out the recommendation of my cousin, uncles, and my mother, and revert nostalgically to 

the previous level of diligence and excellence, particularly after my uncles were released 

from the occupation prisons. That all helped me get rid of my sadness, distress, and 

indifference. 
 

7- Could you please describe how do you feel now, after being subjected to traumatic 

experiences and difficult events during Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

Prompts: Are you still doing well or not.. Describe that in terms of school, family, street, 

friends… 

Client: I feel that I am normal, as my achievement at school has improved a lot after it 

declined. My uncles were released from prison, as well as my cousin’s brother who was 

killed earlier was released and it is his wedding today. Meanwhile, I have good relations 
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with my female friends and I like to accompany them, and I also became diligent and 

excellent in the tests. 

Section II : Personality Traits 

8- How would you describe yourself as a person?  

    Prompt: What sort of person are you? Most important characteristics:(nervous, happy, 

optimistic, moody (temperamental), a lover of life ..). 

Client: I love life in the meantime and study hard, and gain sponsorship and support from 

my uncles, my grandfather and grandmother. But before, I wished that I could have died 

and not stay alive. That happened when my father passed away and my mother got 

married, then I had to live with my grandfather and uncles. I became away from my 

parents and hence I hated myself and wished to die. 

 

9- Has experiencing “traumatic events” made a difference to how you see yourself?  

    Prompt: If so, how do you see yourself now as different from before you were exposed to 

trauma? How would you say you have changed?       

 

Client: after my father and cousin’s death, I became a nervous person and could not bear 

anyone shout loudly or mistreat me. In the meantime, my achievement at school is back to 

what it was in the past and I have become as normal. 
 

10- Could you frankly tell me how do you think other people see you?  

      Prompt: members of your family, friends? Is it as it is or changed? Explain? 

 

Client: My friends say that I have changed compared to the past, (I was nervous as 

endured to talk to anyone. but now I have become normal and like to speak with my 

friends  ...  

 

11- You reacted in a certain way dealing with the traumatic events during the Al-Aqsa 

Intifada. Why do you think you reacted the way you did to these “traumatic events”?  

 

Client: It is due to relying on myself more than advices from others. I began to study hard 

to prove myself in life and have a good future. 

12- What type of things do you like to play or draw? 

 

Client: I like volleyball, and love nothing more than drawing trees and houses. 

 

Interviewer: Why do you love making those things? 

Client: they are easy and I am used to them. 
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Section III: psychological and social support 

 

13- Can you describe the relationship you have with your parents and the rest of your 

family members, school teachers, and friends?  Prompt: Strong ( ) Moderate ( ) Weak 

 

Client: I have good relations within the house, particularly with my mother in law. 

Furthermore, I have good relations at school with my friends and teachers.  

 

- Interviewer: How is your relationship with your mother?  

Client: Every Friday I visit my mother, and sometimes twice a week, as my mother asks 

me about my needs and provides them to me. And my relationship with my mother is 

good, and if I don’t see my mother I have my mother in law. Also, my mother always 

recommends mother in law to assist and encourage me to study. 

 

14-Who do you get support, backing, and encouragement from? Explain  

      Prompts: Family members? Friends? Teachers? Neighbors? Charitable Associations? 

Governmental /NGOs? Can you describe?  

 

Client: I get support and encouragement from my mother and teachers, as well as my 

mother in law who guides me in case of any wrong doing and encouraged me to study. 

 

15- What do you think about that support? 

      Prompt:  good, poor.. 

Client: I think that the support is good enough. 

 

Section IV: adaptation / acclimatization 

 

16- What characteristics do you believe may have helped you dealing well with these 

difficult situations during the Intifada better than other children, who fell victims to the 

many problems?  

 

Client: Because of guidance and encouragement that I get from my mother in law, and she 

always encourages me to be a diligent student. She used to tell me that the fact of loosing a 

father affects any one, but that does not mean to be careless at school. She also encouraged 

me frequently to overcome the difficult events that I have experienced such as :( my 

father’s death, the killing of my cousin and being isolated from my mother). 
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17- What do you think about people that are affected badly when they are exposed to 

several traumatic experiences during the Intifada, and still suffering from numerous 

problems and disturbances?  

Prompt: you were almost in similar circumstances (a traumatic experience), and despite 

that you still enjoy good health. How did you survive after being exposed to these 

traumatic events? 

 

Client: These people that are affected badly because they did not get enough support, 

assistance, advice and attention from others to enable them to overcome their difficulties 

and hardships that they have experienced. 

 

18- Do you see yourself as being well?  

      Prompt: always, sometimes?  

 

Client: I feel fine but not always. 

 

19- How did you deal with having been exposed to many traumatic events during the 

Intifada?  

       Prompt: Do you have particular strategies and methods in dealing with traumatic 

events? Ways of coping (physical or moral). 

 

Client: I did not believe that my uncles would be released from prison soon, so I was not 

looking after myself. Whenever I sit on my own, I remember the martyrdom of my cousin 

and get so sad. But actually after they were released from prison, I became very rejoiced 

and it gave me hope in life, especially when they encourage me. Meanwhile, I still 

remember the echo of my father and uncles’ encouragement and advice: "You have to 

study hard and keep strong no matter what is happening around you.” 
 

20- Finally, what do you expect to happen in 5 years time? 
 

Client: I wish to pass my exams, join the university, and become a successful physician.  

 

End of the interview 
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Appendixes (20) 

Framework- Code Categories (Case 4) 

Code: 1ye437 

No 

Cat. 

Factors helped reducing the emergence of post-traumatic disorders Frequency 

c1 The patriotic sense, culture of challenge, a strong belief in the obligatory 

resistance of occupation and the patience to do so. 

 

c2 Non frustration, hopeful towards future, ambitious and optimistic for bright 

future victory. 

A-Q8: ‘I love life’.  

A-Q11: ‘and have a good future’.  

A-Q20: ‘I wish to pass my exams, join the university and become a 

successful physician’.  

*** 

c3 Motivated by religion, faith and patience with calamities.   

c4 Family support and encouragement. 

A-Q8: ‘and gain sponsorship and support from my uncles, my grandfather 

and grandmother. But before, I wished that I could have died and not stay 

alive’. 

A-Q13: ‘I have good relations within the house, particularly with my mother 

in law’. 

A-Q13: ‘my relationship with my mother is good, and if I don’t see my 

mother I have my mother in law. Also, my mother always recommends 

mother in law to assist and encourage me to study’. 

A-Q14: ‘I get support and encouragement from my mother … as well as my 

mother in law who guides me in case of any wrong doing and encouraged me 

to study’. 

A-Q16: ‘Because of guidance and encouragement that I get from my mother 

in law, and she always encourages me to be a diligent student. She used to tell 

me that the fact of loosing a father affects any one, but that does not mean to 

be careless at school. She also encouraged me frequently to overcome the 

difficult events that I have experienced such as :( my father’s death, the 

killing of my cousin and being isolated from my mother)’. 

A-Q19: ‘I did not believe that my uncles would be released from prison soon, 

****** 
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so I was not looking after myself. Whenever I sit on my own, I remember the 

martyrdom of my cousin and get so sad. But actually after they were released 

from prison, I became very rejoiced and it gave me hope in life, especially 

when they encourage me’. 

c5 Friends’ support 

A-Q7: ‘Meanwhile, I have good relations with my female friends and I like to 

accompany them’.  

A-Q13: ‘I have good relations at school with my friends’.  

** 

c6 Relatives, neighbours’ backing, people and Community support and backing 

(governmental institutions or charities). 

A-Q3: ‘after that I became more connected with my cousin who often visited 

us and brought me gifts. Thus, I could feel compassion and warmth’. 

A-Q6: ‘at the outset, I was very much affected and my achievement at school 

decreased. I was an excellent student at school, as when my father died during 

the summer I was going in to the fourth grade. At that year I could not 

remember anything that I studied in the previous years. In the aftermath, my 

achievement at school decreased and then relatives encouraged me to study, 

especially my cousin who was killed... particularly after my uncles were 

released from the occupation prisons. That all helped me get rid of my 

sadness, distress, and indifference’. 

A-Q7: ‘My uncles were released from prison, as well as my cousin’s brother 

who was killed earlier was released and it is his wedding today’. 

A-Q17: ’These people that are affected badly because they did not get enough 

support, assistance, advice and attention from others to enable them to 

overcome their difficulties and hardships that they have experienced’. 

A-Q19: ‘I did not believe that my uncles would be released from prison soon, 

so I was not looking after myself. Whenever I sit on my own, I remember the 

martyrdom of my cousin and get so sad. But actually after they were released 

from prison, I became very rejoiced and it gave me hope in life, especially 

when they encourage me’. 

***** 

C7 Teachers’ support 

A-Q13: ‘I have good relations at school with my teachers’. 

A-Q14: ‘I get support and encouragement from my teachers’. 

** 
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C8 Diligent at school despite difficult circumstances.  

A-Q7: ‘as my achievement at school has improved a lot after it declined... 

and I also became diligent and excellent in the tests’. 

A-Q8: ‘in the meantime and study hard’.  

A-Q9: ‘In the meantime, my achievement at school is back to what it was in 

the past and I have become as normal’. 

A-Q11: ‘I began to study hard’.  

A-Q20: ‘I wish to pass my exams’.  

***** 

C9 Emotions’ release, as the child talks to his friends, relatives and family about 

his worries and problems or draw etc... 

 

C10 Courage and boldness.   

c11 They are used to face trauma and difficult circumstances.  

c12 Avoiding loneliness and isolation from others.    

A-Q10: ‘My friends say that I have changed compared to the past, (I was 

nervous as endured to talk to anyone. but now I have become normal and like 

to speak with my friends... ‘.  

* 

c13 Withdrawal of the occupation from the Gaza Strip, and having a sense of 

freedom.  

 

c14 Following-up entertainment and recreational programs.   

c15 The practice of sport and hobbies, such as painting and other ...  

A-Q12: ‘I like volleyball, and love nothing more than drawing trees and 

houses’.  

* 

c16 A strong will and determination to overcome the difficult conditions.  

A-Q6: ‘After I had decided to carry out the recommendation of my cousin, 

uncles, and my mother, and revert nostalgically to the previous level of 

diligence and excellence’.  

A-Q11: ‘to prove myself in life’.  

** 

C17 A collective sense of worrying and misfortune, and that the difficult 

conditions and trauma are absolute results of the occupation’s nature, and 

against all people. 

 

C18 Not to make difficult or traumatic events dominate the person’s thinking or 

his daily life. Or try not to think permanently of the difficult and traumatic 

events. 

* 
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A-Q5: ‘I did not talk to anyone about my feelings, fears and grieves, as 

whenever I remember that event I become so afraid and sad for the death of 

my cousin. And even today, I do not like to speak with you about that event’. 

C19 Others 

A-Q7: ‘I feel that I am normal’.  

A-Q11: ‘It is due to relying on myself more than advices from others’.  

A-Q15: ‘I think that the support is good enough’. 

A-Q18: ‘I feel fine but not always’. 

 

**** 

A-Q means answer of question.   

* means number of frequency of factors 
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Appendixes (21) 
 

Initial thematic map, showing five main themes (case 4) 
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Appendixes (22) 

 

Alist of Interview Schedule (Case 5) 

 

Gender: Male                                                                                            Pseudonym: Sami 

Age: 15 

Residence: South of Gaza  

Number of traumatic experiences: 26 

Code: 1yp416 

Date of first application: 15/4/2006.        Level of symptoms: Mild.  

Date of second application: 24/3/2007.    Level of symptoms: Mild. 

 

Section I: traumatic experiences during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Uprising). 

 

1)  Could you please tell me what are the worst things (events), which you have seen 

occurred to the people (family, friends or neighbours) by the occupying forces during 

the Al-Aqsa Intifada until now? 

Client: once we were stuck at Salah al-Din gate, the tank was approaching and began to 

shoot, and there is one of those who was standing next to me was hit in the stomach and 

began bleeding; his guts were uncovered.. we shouted asking for an ambulance, carried 

and placed him in the ambulances, then we fled from the scene .. but he died later the same 

day and that incident had a huge impact on me.  

 

Another situation: we were on the street following a football match near the house where 

there was an incursion in the region and the occupying forces shot at everyone standing on 

the street, then we fled to the alleyways to escape from death. 
 

2) Could you tell me what are the worst things (traumatic events) that you directly passed 

through Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: the two previous mentioned situations. 

 

3) In your own words, could you describe what did you do when the youngman’s guts 

were shown up and he died later? 

 

Client: I tried to help and provide him with first-aid but when the occupation forces 

approached we fled ... I also thought about his family’s position and how they would deal 
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with it!! I felt in those situations that death is inevitable to me. I thought hesitatingly how I 

would escape that danger, and started thinking of that person’s family and what position 

they might have. Furthermore, I did not talk to my family about those situations but only to 

my friends and by chance. 

 

4) What did you think when that Youngman died in front of your eyes? 

 

Client: I felt scared and fled from the scene immediately to survive. 

 

5) How did you deal with these feelings? 

   Prompts: Did you tell anyone about them? Did you get any help or support from 

anyone? Do you feel safe, secure and free nowadays?  

 

Client: I did not tell anyone about those painful experiences except my friends as I have 

told them in the context of talking about the events of the intifada. 

 

6) From our earlier research it seems as if your everyday life has not been significantly 

affected by having witnessed these disturbing events. Why do you think that is? 

     Prompts: What do you think the reasons that make you keep doing well and not suffer 

from any problem or disturbance? 

 

Client: The continuous family’s encouragement before and after the event, as well as 

religious morals as I pray and believe in God, and ask him to make me endure those 

events.  

 

7) Could you please describe how do you feel now, after being subjected to traumatic 

experiences and difficult events during Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

Prompts: Are you still doing well or not.. Describe that in terms of school, family, 

street, friends…  

 

Client: I feel that I am fine and both my friends and my family deal with me in good way. 

Also my teachers at school are still dealing with me the same way, in addition to the 

continued encouragement by my father towards school. 

 

Tester: Do you expect that this traumatic event will be repeated? 

 

Client: Yes, I expect it to happen at any moment. 

 

Section II: Personality Traits 

 

 8) How would you describe yourself as a person?  
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Prompt: What sort of person are you? Most important characteristics:(nervous, happy, 

optimistic, moody (temperamental), a lover of life ..). 

 

Client: I am optimistic, life-loving, an adventurous and like everything with adventures. I 

also have a strong notice for things as for example; Maths quizzes on television I 

immediately handle them, in addition to my adherence to religion. 

 

9) Has experiencing “traumatic events” made a difference to how you see yourself?  

    Prompt: If so, how do you see yourself now as different from before you were exposed to 

trauma? How would you say you have changed?  

 

Client: before the Uprising, my life was better as we were practicing our rights and lived 

fully and normal to some extent. We used to go to places of entertainment and parks 

somewhat freely. But during the Intifada the situation has become worse as military 

checkpoints increased and the occupation soldiers are in control of everything in our lives. 

It has become like living in a prison as we lost many things during the intifada . 

  

10) Could you frankly tell me how do you think other people see you?  

      Prompt: members of your family, friends? Is it as it is or changed? Explain? 

 

Client: before the Intifada we used to go out at night for a walk and play. But now my 

family does not allow me to leave at night and stay away from gatherings; because the 

occupation soldiers hit any gathering, thus a gathering in the street means an exposure to 

the risk of death. Regarding now people look at me, it is still the same, for my self as 

known in the past; the severity of events could not change me. 

 

11) You reacted in a certain way dealing with the traumatic events during the Al-Aqsa 

Intifada. Why do you think you reacted the way you did to these “traumatic events”?  

Client: because those things occur every day (killing, shooting and shelling), I do not care 

about them (something familiar with), but there are other people fearful of those events... 

Perhaps because they are unaccustomed to face those events, they came to visit the 

neighbourhood where I live in, or they had settled in the region for a short period and they 

were used to live in a quiet place to a certain extent.  

12) What type of things do you like to play or draw? 

Client: I like drawing and particularly, folklore and other things such as: (duck and fish). I 

also like playing (swimming and football). Furthermore, I like to paint something from the 
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Palestinian folklore, particularly horses, wheat sickle, and the dress. Because I am proud of 

those things, it reminds me of the heritage and civilization of our ancestors. 

 

Section III : psychological and social support 

 

13) Can you describe the relationship you have with your parents and the rest of your 

family members, school teachers, and friends?  Prompt: Strong ( ) Moderate ( ) Weak 

 

Client: The relationship with everyone is based on love, affection, and interdependence; 

besides, my family always encourage me to be the best sibling. My relationship with my 

family is unique, but at school my relationship with my teachers is moderate. I am similar 

to my classmates, I like the teacher who teach and explain the lessons well and takes care 

of the students’ time. While I have a very good relationship with my friends. 

 

14) Who do you get support, backing and encouragement from? Explain  

      Prompts: Family members? Friends? Teachers? Neighbors? Charitable Associations? 

Governmental /NGOs? Can you describe?  

Client: I get support and backing continuously from my family in times of joy and grief. I 

go to the mosque and pray continuously, as well as teachers always encourage me to study 

and be diligent, and I meet their request, especially when they say that man without 

education is worthless... when you grow up you will be of value only if you are educated. 

Thus, we must defy difficult circumstances... I still remember those words, and I try to 

implement as much as possible these tips and wills. 

 

15) What do you think about that support? 

      Prompt:  good, poor or non-existent 

 

Client: I consider that support as excellent enough. 

 

Section IV: adaptation / acclimatization 

 

16)  What characteristics do you believe may have helped you deal well with these 

difficult situations during the Intifada better than other children, who fell victims to the 

numerous problems?  

 

Client: My life with my father, my mother and the rest of my family is good, as they 

always encourage me. My relationships with neighbours and friends are good and I 

practice prayers regularly and constantly. I am proud that I am a Palestinian and I am 
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proud of our customs and traditions; therefore, the difficult circumstances of life became 

normal for me. 

 17) What do you think about people that are affected badly when they are exposed to 

several traumatic experiences during the Intifada, and still suffering from numerous 

problems and disturbances?  

Prompt: you were almost in similar circumstances ( traumatic experiences), and despite 

that you still enjoy a good health. How did you survive after being exposed to those 

traumatic events? Could you explain the reasons behind all of those things? 

 

 Client: Because they are not familiar with the exposure to those situations, or they live in 

another area, or they are not local residents of that region, or they did not receive adequate 

support and encouragement, or that they had weak personalities and their experiences are 

still weak compared to others.  

 

18)  Do you see yourself as being well?  

      Prompt: always, sometimes?  

 

Client: I see myself well to a certain extent and my relation with my parents is excellent as 

they look after me and encourage me to overcome and go beyond the hard circumstances. 

 

19) How did you deal with having been exposed to many traumatic events during the 

Intifada?  

       Prompt: Do you have particular strategies and methods in dealing with traumatic 

events? ways of  coping (physical or moral). 

 

Client: "I tried to forget those difficult events by usually giving prayers and reading the 

Quran. My family tell me that those events can happen to any person, and that was a 

difficult situation in the past .. You must forget and not think about it again ... those events 

became usual and many people became familiar with them”. 

 

20)  Finally, what do you expect to happen in 5 years time? 

 

Client: To be a successful young man in my life, and adventurous for example; mountain 

climbing, or disembarking from the hills. I also would like to become an engineer and I 

like everything that has drawing and engineering. 

 

End of the interview 
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Appendixes (23) 
 

Framework- Code Categories (Case 5) 

Code: 1yp416 

No 

Cat. 

Factors helped reducing the emergence of post-traumatic disorders Frequency 

c1 The patriotic sense, culture of challenge, a strong belief in the obligatory 

resistance of occupation and the patience to do so. 

A-Q16: ‘I am proud that I am a Palestinian and I am proud of our customs 

and traditions’.  

* 

c2 Non frustration, hopeful towards future, ambitious and optimistic for bright 

future victory. 

A-Q6: ‘ask God to make me endure those events’.  

A-Q8: ‘I am optimistic, life-loving’.  

A-Q20: ‘To be a successful young man in my life…I also would like to 

become an engineer and I like everything that has drawing and engineering’. 

*** 

c3 Motivated by religion, faith and patience with calamities.  

A-Q6: ‘as well as religious morals as I pray and believe in God’. 

A-Q8: ‘in addition to my adherence to religion’.  

A-Q14: ‘I go to the mosque and pray continuously’.  

A-Q16: ‘I practice prayers regularly and constantly’. 

A-Q19: ‘By usually giving prayers and reading the Holy Quran’. 

***** 

c4 Family support and encouragement. 

A-Q6: ‘The continuous family’s encouragement before and after the event’. 

A-Q7: ‘My family deal with me in good way... In addition to the continued 

encouragement by my father towards school’. 

A-Q13: ‘My family always encourage me to be the best sibling. My 

relationship with my family is unique’.  

A-Q14: ‘I get support and backing continuously from my family in times of 

joy and grief’. 

A-Q16: ‘My life with my father, my mother and the rest of my family is 

good, as they always encourage me’. 

A-Q18: ‘My relation with my parents is excellent as they look after me and 

****** 
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encourage me to overcome and go beyond the hard circumstances’. 

c5 Friends’ support 

A-Q7: ‘My friends deal with me in good way’.  

A-Q13: ‘I have a very good relationship with my friends’. 

A-Q16: ‘My relationships with friends are good’.  

*** 

c6 Relatives, neighbours’ backing, people and Community support and backing 

(governmental institutions or charities). 

A-Q13: ‘The relationship with everyone is based on love, affection, and 

interdependence’.  

A-Q16: ‘My relationships with neighbours are good’. 

A-Q17: ‘They did not receive adequate support and encouragement’.  

*** 

C7 Teachers’ support 

A-Q7: ‘Also my teachers at school are still dealing with me the same way’. 

A-Q13: ‘My relationship with school and my teachers is moderate’. 

A-Q14: ‘as well as teachers always encourage me to study and be diligent, 

and I meet their request, especially when they say that man without education 

is worthless... when you grow up you will be of value only if you are 

educated. Thus, we must defy difficult circumstances... I still remember those 

words, and I try to implement as much as possible these tips and wills’. 

*** 

C8 Diligent at school despite difficult circumstances.   

C9 Emotions’ release, as the child talks to his friends, relatives and family about 

his worries and problems or draw etc... 

A-Q5: ‘I did not tell anyone about those painful experiences except my 

friends as I have told them in the context of talking about the events of the 

intifada’. 

* 

C10 Courage and boldness.  

A-Q8: ‘And like everything with adventures’.  

A-Q20: ‘To be adventurous for example; mountain climbing, or 

disembarking from the hills’. 

** 

c11 They are used to face trauma and difficult circumstances. 

A-Q7: ‘I expect the traumatic events to happen at any moment’.  

A-Q10: ‘It is still the same, for my self as known in the past; the severity of 

events could not change me’. 

***** 
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A-Q11: ‘Because those things occur every day (killing, shooting and 

shelling), I do not care about them (something familiar with)’.  

A-Q16: ‘Therefore, the difficult circumstances of life became normal for me’. 

A-Q17: ‘Because they are not familiar with the exposure to those situations 

or they are not local residents of that region’. 

c12 Avoiding loneliness and isolation from others.     

c13 Withdrawal of the occupation from the Gaza Strip, and having a sense of 

freedom.  

 

c14 Following-up entertainment and recreational programs.   

c15 The practice of sport and hobbies, such as painting and other ...  

A-Q12: ‘I like drawing and particularly, folklore and other things such as: 

(duck and fish). I also like playing (swimming and football). Furthermore, I 

like to paint something from the Palestinian folklore’.  

* 

c16 A strong will and determination to overcome the difficult conditions.  

A-Q17: ‘Or that they had weak personalities and their experiences are still 

weak compared to others’. 

* 

C17 A collective sense of worrying and misfortune, and that the difficult 

conditions and trauma are absolute results of the occupation’s nature, and 

against all people. 

A-Q19: ‘My family tell me that those events can happen to any person, and 

that was a difficult situation in the past .. You must forget and not think about 

it again ... those events became usual and many people became familiar with 

them”. 

* 

C18 Not to make difficult or traumatic events dominate the person’s thinking or 

his daily life. Or try not to think permanently of the difficult and traumatic 

events. 

A-Q19: ‘I tried to forget those difficult events’.  

* 

C19 Others 

A-Q7: ‘I feel that I am fine’. 

A-Q15: ‘I consider that support as excellent enough’. 

A-Q18: ‘I see myself well to a certain extent’.  

*** 

 

A-Q means answer of question.   

* means number of frequency of factors 
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Appendixes (24) 
 

Initial thematic map, showing five main themes (Case 5) 
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Appendixes (25) 
 

Alist of Interview Schedule(Case 6)  

 

Gender: Male                                                                                         Pseudonym: Ziad 

Age: 15 

Residence: South of Gaza 

Number of traumatic experiences: 23 

Code: 2yp694 

Date of first application: 15/4/2006.        Level of symptoms: slight.  

Date of second application: 24/3/2007.   Level of symptoms: slight. 

 

Section I: traumatic experiences during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Uprising). 

 

1-Could you please tell me what are the worst things (events), which you have seen 

occurred to the people (family, friends or neighbours) by the occupying forces during the 

Al-Aqsa Intifada until now? 

 

Client:  

- There was an incursion near our house, as well as a tank exploded in front of our house.  

-During the incursion, the occupation soldiers forced us to move out to another location.  

- My uncle’s house in addition to neighbours’ houses were demolished during the 

incursion. 

- Some neighbours were injured while they were on the roof of our house watching the 

incursion.  

 

2- Could you tell me what are the worst things (traumatic events) that you directly passed 

through  Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

 

Client: I was injured in the leg during confrontations with the occupation forces (I was 

there out of curiosity), and also my cousin was killed in front of my eyes. 

 

3-In your own words, could you describe what did you do when you got a bullet in your 

leg, or the incursion, or the killing of your cousin? 

 

Client: I was very sad, confused and scared. 

 

4-How did you feel when your house was demolished and your farm bulldozed?  
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Client: I could not concentrate on studies and my attention became fragmented. 

 

5- How did you deal with these feelings? 

    Prompts: Did you tell anyone about them? Did you get any help or support from 

anyone? Do you feel safe, secure and free nowadays?  

 

Client: I did not talk to anyone about those feelings. I feel somewhat secure and free, 

exercise the things that I love and play with my cousins freely.  

 

6- From our earlier research it seems as if your everyday life has not been significantly 

affected by having witnessed these disturbing events. Why do you think that is? 

   Prompts: What do you think the reasons that make you keep doing well and not suffer 

from any problem or disturbance? 

 

Client: Due to the withdrawal of the occupation, feeling somewhat free and safe, we are 

able to go to the sea and enjoy it, as we were unable to do such things for four years. 

Furthermore, there are things that I was deprived of because of the occupation, but now the 

situation has improved for me compared to the past. 

 

7- Could you please describe how do you feel now, after being subjected to traumatic 

experiences and difficult events during Al-Aqsa Intifada? 

Prompts: Are you still doing well or not.. Describe that in terms of school, family, street, 

friends…  

 

Client: Due to my exposure to the previously mentioned incidents, I became bold and do 

not care about the occupation troops.. after the  occupation withdrawal I began talking 

about other topics .. but during the days of the occupation I used to talk about the 

occupation and their practices. Furthermore, prior to the withdrawal of the occupation I did 

not used to do my homework but instead played and shipped school but now I regularly go 

to school.  

 

Section II: Personality Traits 

 

8- How would you describe yourself as a person?  

    Prompt: What sort of person are you? Most important characteristics :( nervous, happy, 

optimistic, moody (temperamental), a life-loving...). 

 

Client: I am alright nowadays, while during the occupation period, I used to be nervous 

and argue with my family, particularly my mother. In addition, the occupation troops’ 
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practices made me always nervous and put me in a bad temper, but nowadays the relation 

with my mother is better. The departure of the occupation has eased the sadness and 

nervousness that I had and I have become more optimistic than have previously and began 

to like myself and life... 

 

9- Has experiencing “traumatic events” made a difference to how you see yourself?  

    Prompt: If so, how do you see yourself now as different from before you were exposed to 

trauma? How would you say you have changed?  

     

Client: I still see myself as normal, like I was in the past.  

 

10- Could you frankly tell me how do you think other people see you?  

      Prompt: members of your family, friends? Is it as it is or changed? Explain? 

 

Client: During the Intifada I used to cause trouble and fight the neighbours and school 

mates. But now after the withdrawal of the occupation I have improved and I have become 

better than before, which pleased my family, friends and teachers. 

 

11- You reacted in a certain way dealing with the traumatic events during the Al-Aqsa 

Intifada. Why do you think you reacted the way you did to these “traumatic events”?  

 

Client: We must stand firm and resist the occupation soldiers practice... Is it conceivable 

to let them kill us; demolish our homes without any resistance... 

12- What type of things do you like to play or draw? 

 

Client: I love playing football and painting children’s drawings, Palestine map and my 

original village which my father immigrated from, and wish to visit it one day.. 

 

Section III: psychological and social support 

 

13-Can you describe the relationship you have with your parents and the rest of your 

family members, school teachers, and friends?  Prompt: Strong ( ) Moderate ( ) Weak 

 

Client: I used to have a tense relationship with my parents, brothers and sisters. I did not 

used to obey my parents, and refused to respond to their requests. In addition, I had a lot of 

arguments with my teachers and classmates at school. But now, my relationships have 

improved on the whole and I have become obedient. 

 

14-Who do you get support, backing and encouragement from? Explain  
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      Prompts: Family members? Friends? Teachers? Neighbors? Charitable Associations? 

Governmental /NGOs? Can you describe?  

Client: I got the support and encouragement from my father, mother, relatives, friends and 

educational guide at the school. There is also a charitable association providing assistance 

and support for me, and gives me lessons to improve my level at school and it is free of 

charge.  

 

15- What do you think about that support? 

      Prompt:  good, poor or non-existent 

 

Client: I get average support and encouragement but I feel that I need more support and 

encouragement from my family and others. 

 

Section IV : adaptation / acclimatization 

 

16- What characteristics do you believe may have helped you dealing well with these 

difficult situations during the Intifada better than other children, who fell victims to the 

numerous problems?  

 

Client: I am a sociable person and I like to visit people in addition of my desire to have a 

good financial status. Also it is because of my father’s and relative’s and friend’s good 

treatment which has encouraged me.  

 

17- What do you think about people that are affected badly when they are exposed to 

several traumatic experiences during the Intifada, and still suffering from numerous 

problems and disturbances?  

Prompt: you were almost in similar circumstances ( traumatic experiences), and despite 

that you still enjoy a good health. How did you survive after being exposed to those 

traumatic events? Could you explain the reasons behind all of those things? 

 

Client: Perhaps their parents treated them badly, as well as them distancing from the 

mixing and interacting with others (unsociable).  

 

18- Do you see yourself as being well?  

      Prompt: always, sometimes?  

 

Client: Thank God, I am Ok, to some extent. Sometimes I get very sad when I miss or 

remember someone close to me who was killed. 
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19- How did you deal with having been exposed to many traumatic events during the 

Intifada?  

       Prompt: Do you have particular strategies and methods in dealing with traumatic 

events? ways of  coping (physical or moral). 

 

Client: It is due to our steadfastness and firmness before the occupation forces, as the 

occupation is our only enemy, who wants to destroy the Palestinian people, but with our 

determination we will win it. As well as my parent’s encouragement and treatment me 

well. 

20- Finally, what you expect to happen in 5 years time? 

 

Client: I want to proceed my education, join a university, become a teacher and treat 

people well. 

 

End of the interview 
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Appendixes (26) 
 

Framework- Code Categories (Case 6) 

Code: 2yp694 

No 

Cat. 

Factors helped reducing the emergence of post-traumatic disorders Frequency 

c1 The patriotic sense, culture of challenge, a strong belief in the obligatory 

resistance of occupation and the patience to do so. 

A-Q11: ‘We must stand firm and resist the occupation soldiers practice... Is it 

conceivable to let them kill us; demolish our homes without any resistance...’ 

A-Q12: ‘I love painting Palestine map and my original village which my 

father immigrated from, and wish to visit it one day..’ 

A-Q19: ‘It is due to our steadfastness and firmness before the occupation 

forces, as the occupation is our only enemy, who wants to destroy the 

Palestinian people’.  

*** 

c2 Non frustration, hopeful towards future, ambitious and optimistic for bright 

future victory. 

A-Q8: ‘I have become more optimistic than have previously and began to like 

myself and life...’ 

A-Q20: ‘I want to proceed my education, join a university, become a 

teacher’. 

** 

c3 Motivated by religion, faith and patience with calamities.   

c4 Family support and encouragement. 

A-Q8: ‘While during the occupation period, I used to be nervous and argue 

with my family, particularly my mother. In addition, the occupation troops’ 

practices made me always nervous and put me in a bad temper, but nowadays 

the relation with my mother is better’. 

A-Q13: ‘I used to have a tense relationship with my parents, brothers and 

sisters. I did not used to obey my parents, and refused to respond to their 

requests. But now, my relationships have improved on the whole and I have 

become obedient’. 

A-Q14: ‘I got the support and encouragement from my father and mother’. 

A-Q16: ‘Also it is because of my father’s good treatment which has 

****** 
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encouraged me’.  

A-Q17: ‘Perhaps their parents treated them badly’.  

A-Q19: ‘As well as my parent’s encouragement and treatment me well’. 

c5 Friends’ support 

 A-Q13: ‘I had a lot of arguments with my classmates at school. But now, my 

relationships have improved on the whole and I have become obedient. 

A-Q14: ‘I got the support and encouragement from my friends’.  

A-Q16: ‘Also it is because of my friend’s good treatment which has 

encouraged me’.  

** 

c6 Relatives, neighbours’ backing, people and Community support and backing 

(governmental institutions or charities). 

A-Q14: ‘I got the support and encouragement from my relatives…There is 

also a charitable association providing assistance and support for me, and 

gives me lessons to improve my level at school and it is free of charge’.  

A-Q16: ‘Also it is because of my relative’s good treatment which has 

encouraged me’.  

** 

C7 Teachers’ support 

A-Q13: ‘I had a lot of arguments with my teachers at school. But now, my 

relationships have improved on the whole and I have become obedient’. 

A-Q14: ‘I got the support and encouragement from my educational guide at 

the school’.  

** 

C8 Diligent at school despite difficult circumstances.  

A-Q7: ‘Furthermore, prior to the withdrawal of the occupation I did not used 

to do my homework but instead played and shipped school but now I 

regularly go to school’.  

* 

C9 Emotions’ release, as the child talks to his friends, relatives and family about 

his worries and problems or draw etc... 

 

C10 Courage and boldness.  

A-Q7: ‘Due to my exposure to the previously mentioned incidents, I became 

bold and do not care about the occupation troops..’.  

* 

c11 They are used to face trauma and difficult circumstances. 

A-Q9: ‘I still see myself as normal, like I was in the past’.  

* 

c12 Avoiding loneliness and isolation from others.    ** 
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A-Q16: ‘I am a sociable person and I like to visit people’.  

A-Q17: ‘As well as them distancing from the mixing and interacting with 

others (unsociable)’.  

c13 Withdrawal of the occupation from the Gaza Strip, and having a sense of 

freedom.  

A-Q5: ‘I feel somewhat secure and free’.  

A-Q6: ‘Due to the withdrawal of the occupation, feeling somewhat free and 

safe, we are able to go to the sea and enjoy it, as we were unable to do such 

things for four years. Furthermore, there are things that I was deprived of 

because of the occupation, but now the situation has improved for me 

compared to the past’. 

A-Q8: ‘The departure of the occupation has eased the sadness and 

nervousness that I had’.  

A-Q10: ‘During the Intifada I used to cause trouble and fight the neighbours 

and school mates. But now after the withdrawal of the occupation I have 

improved and I have become better than before, which pleased my family, 

friends and teachers’. 

**** 

c14 Following-up entertainment and recreational programs.   

c15 The practice of sport and hobbies, such as painting and other ...  

A-Q5: ‘exercise the things that I love and play with my cousins freely’.  

A-Q12: ‘I love playing football and painting children’s drawings, Palestine 

map and my original village which my father immigrated from, and wish to 

visit it one day..’ 

A-Q12: ‘I love playing football and painting children’s drawings’ 

*** 

c16 A strong will and determination to overcome the difficult conditions.  

A-Q19: ‘But with our determination we will win it’.  

* 

C17 A collective sense of worrying and misfortune, and that the difficult 

conditions and trauma are absolute results of the occupation’s nature, and 

against all people. 

 

C18 Not to make difficult or traumatic events dominate the person’s thinking or 

his daily life. Or try not to think permanently of the difficult and traumatic 

events. 

A-Q7: ‘after the occupation withdrawal I began talking about other topics  ... 

* 
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but during the days of the occupation I used to talk about the occupation and 

their practices’. 

C19 Others 

A-Q8: ‘I am alright nowadays’.  

A-Q15: ‘I get average support and encouragement but I feel that I need more 

support and encouragement from my family and others’. 

A-Q16: ‘In addition of my desire to have a good financial status’. 

A-Q18: ‘Thank God, I am Ok, to some extent. Sometimes I get very sad 

when I miss or remember someone close to me who was killed’. 

A-Q20: ‘and I want to treat people well’. 

***** 

 

A-Q means answer of question.   

* means number of frequency of factors 
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Appendixes (27) 
 

Initial thematic map, showing five main themes (case 6)  
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Appendix (28) 

 

Letter for Referees in UK  

Dear Dr. Sir/Madam,  

Subject: Three questionnaires   

I am a PhD student in psychology at the University of Hertfordshire, titled “The effects of 

chronic traumatic experiences on the Palestinian children in Gaza Strip.”, the participants 

will consist of 400 children ranging between 10-18 years old. 

I am busy adapting the Gaza Traumatic Events Checklist by (Abu Hein et al, 1993) and the 

Child Post Traumatic Stress Reaction Index (CPTSD-RI: Pynoos et al., 1987). Also, I am 

developing the Network of Psycho-Social Support in order to be these questionnaires more 

relevant to the current study. The following draft questionnaire (Arabic version) has been 

revised by 17 researchers of mental health and clinical psychology area in Palestine and 

Egypt and their feedback has been considered.  

I translated these questionnaires from Arabic to English. I am planning to conduct a pilot 

study in January. For this I need to get ethical approval, including approval of the three 

questionnaires that I am planning to use. My supervisor suggested that I contact you and 

ask if you could please read and comment on the English versions of these questionnaires 

(see attachments). Any feed back on will be much appreciated.  

I know that you are very busy, but would be grateful if I could receive any feedback by 

Friday 9
th

 December 2005.  

Many thanks for considering this request.  

P.S. I would also appreciate it if you could let me know of any experts in the field of child 

trauma that I could contact him in this regard.  

Mohamed Altawil  

Ph.D Candidate in Psychology 

University of Hertfordshire  

School of Psychology  

College Lane, Hatfield 

Hertfordshire, AL10 9BT 

Phone : +44(0)1707 286129  
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Appendix (29) 

Consent Form: Head Teacher (quantitative study) 

 

Title of study:” The effects of chronic traumatic experience on Palestinian children in the 

Gaza Strip”  

Statement by Head Teacher 

� I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheets for this study. 

� I understand that all information obtained will be confidential. 

� I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published as long as I 

can not be identified as a subject. 

� Contact information has been provided should I wish to seek further 

information from the researcher at any time for purpose of clarification.  

Head Teacher’s Signature    

                                                                         

……………………………………..                                                            Date:   /    /                                   

Statement by Researcher:  

 

� I have got an acceptance from the chief of program in UNRWA-Gaza and Ministry 

of Education and Higher Education in Palestine.  

 

� I have explained this project and the implications of participants in it to this 

participant without bias.  

 

� I believe that consent is informed and that he/she understands the implications of 

participation.  

 

� I explain the potential benefits of current research and its risks.  

 

Name of Researcher and his signature 

Mohamed Altawil                                                                                       Date:   /    /                              

 

.......................................... 
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Appendix (30)  
 

Consent Form: Participants (quantitative study) 

 

Title of study:” The effects of chronic traumatic experience on Palestinian children in the 

Gaza Strip”  

 

Statement by Participants: 

� I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheets for this study. 

� I understand what my involvement will entail and all questions have been 

answered to my satisfaction. 

� I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary, and that I can withdraw 

from the study at any time without prejudice.  

� I understand that all information obtained will be confidential.  

� I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published as long as I 

can not be identified as a subject. 

� Contact information has been provided should I wish to seek further 

information from the researcher at any time for purpose of clarification.  

Name of Participant and his Signature    

                                                                         

……………………………………..                                                            Date:   /    /                                   

Statement by Researcher:  

 

� I have got an acceptance from the chief of program in UNRWA-Gaza and Ministry 

of Education and Higher Education in Palestine.  

 

� I have explained this project and the implications of participants in it to this 

participant without bias.  

 

� I believe that consent is informed and that he/she understands the implications of 

participation.  

 

� I explain the potential benefits of current research and its risks.  

 

Name of Researcher and his signature 

Mohamed Altawil                                                                                       Date:   /    /                              

.......................................... 
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Appendix (31)  
 

Consent Form: Parents (quantitative study) 

 

Title of study:” The effects of chronic traumatic experience on Palestinian children in the 

Gaza Strip”  

Statement by Parents: 

� I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheets for this study. 

� I understand that all information obtained will be confidential. 

� I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published as long as I 

can not be identified as a subject. 

� Contact information has been provided should I wish to seek further 

information from the researcher at any time for purpose of clarification.  

Head Teacher’s Signature                                                 

……………………………………..                                                            Date:   /    /                                                            

Statement by Researcher:  

� I have got an acceptance from the chief of program in UNRWA-Gaza and Ministry 

of Education and Higher Education in Palestine.  

 

� I have explained this project and the implications of participants in it to this 

participant without bias.  

 

� I believe that consent is informed and that he/she understands the implications of 

participation.  

� I explain the potential benefits of current research and its risks.  

 

Name of Researcher and his signature 

Mohamed Altawil                                                                                       Date:   /    /                              

.......................................... 
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Appendix (32)  

Consent Form for Participants in interveiws 

Title of study:” The effects of chronic traumatic experience on Palestinian children in the 

Gaza Strip”  

Statement by Participants: 

� I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheets for this study. 

� I understand what my involvement will entail and all questions have been answered to 

my satisfaction. 

� I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary, and that I can withdraw from 

the study at any time without prejudice.  

� I understand that all information obtained will be confidential.  

� I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published as long as I can not 

be identified as a subject. 

� Contact information has been provided should I wish to seek further information from 

the researcher at any time for purpose of clarification.  

� As part of this project, I am going to make audio recording of you. I would like you to 

indicate below what uses of these records in ways that you agree to. In any use of these 

records, name will not be identified.  

- The records can be studied by the researcher for use in the research project.  

- The records can be used for scientific publications and/or meetings. 

- The written transcript and/or records can be used by other researchers.  

- The records can be shown in public presentations to non-scientific groups. 

Name of Participant and his Signature    ……………………………..       Date:   /    /             

Statement by Researcher:  

� I have got an acceptance from the chief of program in UNRWA-Gaza and Ministry of 

Education and Higher Education in Palestine.  

� I have explained this project and the implications of participants in it to this participant 

without bias.  

� I believe that consent is informed and that he/she understands the implications of 

participation.  

� I explain the potential benefits of current research and its risks.  

Name of Researcher and his signature 

Mohamed Altawil   …………………………..                                    Date:   /    /                              
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Appendix (33)  

Approval for conducting questionnaires from Ministry of Education and 

Higher Education 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix (  )  

Approval for conducting questionnaires from UNRWA-Gaza 
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Appendix (34)  

Approval for conducting questionnaires from UNRWA-Gazqa 
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Appendix (35)  

Approval for conducting questionnaires from Ministry of Education and 

Higher Education in Arabic version 
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Appendix (36)  
 

Information Sheet for Participants 

University of Hertfordshire 

15/1/2006 

 

Research study: The effect of chronic traumatic experiences on the Palestinian in Gaza 

Strip.  

 

I would like to invite you to participate in a research project. Before you decide whether to 

take part, I would like to explain why the research is being carried out and what it will 

involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with 

others if you wish. Please ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like 

more information.  

Thank you for reading this.  

- What is the purpose of the study and who is conducting it?  

My name is Mohamed Altawil. I am a researcher in Psychology at the University of 

Hertfordshire. I am undertaking this research as part of my PhD degree. I am being 

supervised by Dr. Pieter Nel, Steve Devies, Abdalla Asker and David Winter, clinical 

psychology. 

The aim of the study is to examine the psychological, social and educational effects of 

chronic traumatic experience on Palestinian children over the last year of the Al-Aqsa 

Intifada and to determine the factors moderating reactions toward the traumatic 

experiences (for example, personality, psychosocial support). Also, this study will explore 

in more depth the moderating factors relating to Palestinian children who have been 

exposed to chronic traumatic experiences. The study will focus particularly on children 

who show low levels of post-traumatic stress, and try to understand the reasons behind 

their successful coping with adverse circumstances. 

- Why have I been approached?  

I am asking everyone has been exposed to traumatic experience in the Al-Aqsa Intifada 

who live near the clashing or hot areas because you all may have experiences that could 

help me to understand what it is like to live in these circumstances.  

- What does the study involve?  

The research will be involved of two phases:  
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Study1: I would like to ask if you have been exposed to traumatic experiences to fill four 

questionnaires which takes each one around 15-30 minutes. In order to take part in this 

study you should have been exposed to at least to one of the following traumatic events: 

“shooting–shelling, bulldozing the home, injured, beating, arresting, witnessing family 

members injured or killed, witnessing the death of close friends, neighbours or relatives, 

waiting one day or more on the military border, participation in martyr’s funerals and 

suffering from the siege for near cities or abroad”. Your age should be range between 10-

18 years. If you do not wish to complete any questionnaire or you wish to leave applying 

early, you are free to do so. 

 

* The administration of the questionnaires:  

The researcher will administrate the application of the questionnaires as follows:  

- Detailed information concerning the study and what is expected along with 

comprehensive instructions of how to complete the questionnaires will be given at the 

beginning of each session.  

 - The participants will complete the questionnaires under direct supervision of the 

researcher, Mohamed Altawil, in groups of 5-8 people. 

- Careful guidance and support will be given to children during and after completion of the 

questionnaires. 

 

Study 2:  

I will choose 10-15 children by semi structured interviews. In this study the researcher will 

explore in more depth the moderating factors relating to Palestinian children who have 

been exposed to chronic traumatic experiences, particularly the children who show low 

levels of post-traumatic stress, and try to understand the reasons why they are doing well.  

 

If you do not wish to answer some questions or you wish to leave interview early, you are 

free to do so. I will tape-record the interview so that I am able to concentrate on listening 

to you instead of writing lots of notes. This will also mean that I do not miss anything or 

forget what you have said. I will be the only person to have access to these tapes. The 

interviews will be transcribed and once the study is finished I will destroy all tapes and 

transcripts. 

 

What are the possible benefits of taking part?  

Taking part in first and second study may give you an opportunity to think about your 

exposure to traumatic experiences and give some guidance. Also, this study may help you 
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to understand yourself, your situation a little better and find a way of getting help for your 

difficulties. The information gathered from the interviews will also be very useful to others 

researchers in this area.  

 

Will the information I give remain confidential?  

All information you provide will remain confidential. This means that I will not discuss 

the content of your interview with anyone else other than research team. The only 

exception to this would be if you said something suggesting that either you or another 

person was at risk of harm. In such a case I would discuss this with you first before sharing 

information with my supervision team.  

Your identity and any other names mentioned in the interview will be protected in any 

analysis, and in the final report. 

What happens next?  

If you would like to meet me to discuss the study or think you might like to take part, 

please take a moment to complete the slip attached to this information sheet. You can do 

this now or give it to me afterwards. If you then decide to take part in the first study or the 

second study you will be asked to sign a consent form. You are free to change your mind 

and withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. Participation or non-participation in 

the study will not affect on academic achievement at school.  

 

Thank you for your time.  

 

Dr. Mohamed Altawil                                                                Supervised by: Dr. Pieter 

Nel 

Researcher in Clinical Psychology                                           Consultant Clinical 

psychology 
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Appendix (37)  
 

Information Sheet for Head teacher and parents 

University of Hertfordshire 

15/1/2006 

 

Dear Head teacher and parents,  

Please, read over the information sheet below which will be given to your child/children to 

explain the procedure of the research.  

Research study: The effect of chronic traumatic experiences on the Palestinian in Gaza 

Strip.  

I would like to invite you to participate in a research project. Before you decide whether to 

take part, I would like to explain why the research is being carried out and what it will 

involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with 

others if you wish. Please ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like 

more information.  

Thank you for reading this.  

- What is the purpose of the study and who is conducting it?  

My name is Mohamed Altawil. I am a researcher in Psychology at the University of 

Hertfordshire. I am undertaking this research as part of my PhD degree. I am being 

supervised by Dr. Pieter Nel, Steve Devies, Abdalla Asker and David Winter, clinical 

psychology. 

The aim of the study is to examine the psychological, social and educational effects of 

chronic traumatic experience on Palestinian children over the last year of the Al-Aqsa 

Intifada and to determine the factors moderating reactions toward the traumatic 

experiences (for example, personality, psychosocial support). Also, this study will explore 

in more depth the moderating factors relating to Palestinian children who have been 

exposed to chronic traumatic experiences. The study will focus particularly on children 

who show low levels of post-traumatic stress, and try to understand the reasons behind 

their successful coping with adverse circumstances. 

- Why have I been approached?  

I am asking everyone has been exposed to traumatic experience in the Al-Aqsa Intifada 

who live near the clashing or hot areas because you all may have experiences that could 

help me to understand what it is like to live in these circumstances.  
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- What does the study involve?  

The research will be involved of two phases:  

 

Study1: I would like to ask if you have been exposed to traumatic experiences to fill four 

questionnaires which takes each one around 15-30 minutes. In order to take part in this 

study you should have been exposed to at least to one of the following traumatic events: 

“shooting–shelling, bulldozing the home, injured, beating, arresting, witnessing family 

members injured or killed, witnessing the death of close friends, neighbours or relatives, 

waiting one day or more on the military border, participation in martyr’s funerals and 

suffering from the siege for near cities or abroad”. Your age should be range between 10-

18 years. If you do not wish to complete any questionnaire or you wish to leave applying 

early, you are free to do so. 

* The administration of the questionnaires:  

The researcher will administrate the application of the questionnaires as follows:  

- Detailed information concerning the study and what is expected along with 

comprehensive instructions of how to complete the questionnaires will be given at the 

beginning of each session.  

 - The participants will complete the questionnaires under direct supervision of the 

researcher, Mohamed Altawil, in groups of 5-8 people. 

- Careful guidance and support will be given to children during and after completion of the 

questionnaires. 

 

Study 2:  

 

I will choose 10-15 children by semi structured interviews. In this study the researcher will 

explore in more depth the moderating factors relating to Palestinian children who have 

been exposed to chronic traumatic experiences, particularly the children who show low 

levels of post-traumatic stress, and try to understand the reasons why they are doing well.  

 

If you do not wish to answer some questions or you wish to leave interview early, you are 

free to do so. I will tape-record the interview so that I am able to concentrate on listening 

to you instead of writing lots of notes. This will also mean that I do not miss anything or 

forget what you have said. I will be the only person to have access to these tapes. The 

interviews will be transcribed and once the study is finished I will destroy all tapes and 

transcripts. 
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What are the possible benefits of taking part?  

Taking part in first and second study may give you an opportunity to think about your 

exposure to traumatic experiences and give some guidance. Also, this study may help you 

to understand yourself, your situation a little better and find a way of getting help for your 

difficulties. The information gathered from the interviews will also be very useful to others 

researchers in this area.  

Will the information I give remain confidential?  

All information you provide will remain confidential. This means that I will not discuss 

the content of your interview with anyone else other than research team. The only 

exception to this would be if you said something suggesting that either you or another 

person was at risk of harm. In such a case I would discuss this with you first before sharing 

information with my supervision team.  

Your identity and any other names mentioned in the interview will be protected in any 

analysis, and in the final report. 

What happens next?  

If you would like to meet me to discuss the study or think you might like to take part, 

please take a moment to complete the slip attached to this information sheet. You can do 

this now or give it to me afterwards. If you then decide to take part in the first study or the 

second study you will be asked to sign a consent form. You are free to change your mind 

and withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. Participation or non-participation in 

the study will not affect on academic achievement at school.  

 

Thank you for your time.  

Dr. Mohamed Altawil                                                                   Supervised by: Dr. Pieter 

Nel 

Researcher in Clinical Psychology                                          Consultant Clinical 

psychology 
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Appendix (38)  
 

Further Meeting Sheet for Participants 

University of Hertfordshire 

15/1/2006 

 

Research study: The effect of chronic traumatic experiences on the Palestinian in Gaza 

Strip.  

 

- What is your name? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Please tick a box:  

 

I would like to meet with Mohamed to discuss this study.  

 

No, I am not interested in discussing this study.  

 

Please return this slip to your Head-teacher in your school within two weeks. * 

 

Thank you for your time.  

 

 

Mohamed Altawil                                                                       

The researcher  

 

* Head-Teacher:  

If a participant gives you this form, please place it an envelope and send it to Mohamed. 

Thank you.   
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Appendixe (39) 
 

Checklist of Chronic Traumatic Experiences (CCTE)  
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5.    4��$ D��� �" 4�2��>� .  /�� A 
6.    &���:��  0� ��
�� )>(" ��0�� 4(.   /�� A 
7.    E3�" E(��" �� )
.   /�� A 
8.    %5�� D��*" )��3 8�����" 4��� 4���.� .   /�� A 

  

# �
��� $%�%�/ ' :  
� #,����� �� %���6� F���"%�	�$�� G�	�'�  %3�$���   $,'� %>����� D��!" 4��;�0��� ��*�� �H� 9��� 4���

 )�� &�5�	 <> I )���A� )3, ��)/�� ( �" I /	�$ #,��� B>��� ��-)A ( /! I/	�$ #,��� 9���� /� ��-
 F�� �
�" �- G	��� F�� ���
� B��� 		� )6� .  

�>�,� / %�0
)��+� :(�3 %�C��� �H3 	$2J�K��0��� &	L�*� )�: �� M��� <,���� 9�"  0� ����.  
(�? �)� �)@�+:  

:����  :�	��� �����  ���	���1�   ���

������  

   +F�K�� /N	JL O)PL  :9�    1  1  

 

 

:����  :�	��� �����  ���	���1�   ���
������  

1   +%0��
 &��$3 F�K�� /N	JL O)PL  /��  A    
2  +%�5K6 &��$3 F�K�� /N	JL O)PL  /��  A    
3   +���	0� )��� K�1 B2*���� O)PL  /��  A    
4  B3$Q" O)PL  B��5�;�� �" %��(	��� �" B�3�3	�� #$, %6��� @��� �" ���
 �" R��63

+%�3����  
/��  A    

5  + 4� ��$�3 B3$Q" O)PL  /��  A    
6   + 4;�;� ��$�3 B3$" )L  /��  A    
7   ���*�� B	2( F�" %6�	� B3$Q" O)PL)3�3�1%( +  /��  A    
8  +�P$S� /� FT�
�� IPF�0� ��$��� )���A� 	��6 U@0V;W" O)PL  /��  A    
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:����  :�	��� �����  ���	���1�   ���

������  
9   I F�� ��2��3 �" F��� �����$ �" %��(	� �" B�3�3	 #5��, )���A� 	��6 U@0;W" O)PL

+�P$S� /� F�
��  
/��  A    

10   	��6 F�0� X	��� O)PL   +��>��3 )���A�  /��  A    
11  O)PL  +/��" &	�� �" /��� F�2;�� �" F�K�� )���A� 	��6 �$��  /��  A    
12  +F��3  �- ��6��� /	�3 K6����  0� )���A� 	��6 FP	Y	PL O)PL  /��  A    
13   +�6��� �" )�2���� UBZ>Y�P�U� O)PL  /��  A    
14  ��" 	��(" 	�" P	[HV*S�Z�� O)PL +F�  /��  A    
15   +F3��," �" F����6 �" F5�,	$" 	�" P	[HV*S�Z�� O)PL  /��  A    
16   +)���A� )3, �� F���" 	��(" 	�" PR[�J6 O)PL  /��  A    
17   +)���A� )3, �� F3��," �" F����6 �" F5�,	$" 	�" PR[�J6 O)PL  /��  A    
18   +F���" 	��(" 	�" 	�H*��� �7�� B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
19   +���;����� 	�" 	�H*��� �7�� B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
20   +D�	H*�� 	�" <��*� 4( B
��* O)PL  /��  A    
21   +)���A� B��, 	�  0� %��L\�� )�0� B>��� O)PL  /��  A    
22   +)���A� B��, 	�  0� ��2����� )�0� F���" 	��(" �� " 9��� O)PL  /��  A    
23  � 	��6 /�, )LF�0� K�K� �:*� �" /
� ]̂9��" #��6�3 )���A.  /��  A    
24   +%���$�� )3��2�� �" B���6��A� B�$ ����� B>��� )L  /��  A    
25   8AK�� ����	H� )���A� 	��6 B�"� O)PL))K��� ( +  /��  A    
26   +%��(	���3 �" B��5�;��3 8��$, B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
27  ���A� 	��6 B�"� O)PL+���;�����  0� ��$��� ��20;� /L� )  /��  A    
28    +���;����� 	> )���A� )3, �� 8��$, �" B���6��� B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
29    +D�	H*�� 	�' &K��6 <��*� �7�� B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
30  +M����  0� ��>��3 ��	��� )���A� 	��6 B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
31  " R�6 �7�� B�"� O)PL +���;����� 	�  /��  A    
32   +���;����� 	�" )�2��� �7�� B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
33   +���;����� )�2� �" ��6*" ����	� /L� )���A� 	��6 B�"� O)PL  /��  A    
34   + �*���0� )�$��� �� #���\� &���� ������ /L� )���A� 	��6 B�"� O)PL  /��  A    

 

 * + (� 2��+ �	��� (	�A �A  	7��4� ()�� *� 3 6����5 6	�/
� 6��@+ (�� �4�� �,��,� �=��� (��B�.  
 ________________________________________________________________________  
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Appendixe (40) 
 

Symptoms of Chronic Traumatic Experiences (SCTE) 
 

���%��� ���	��� ������� C���+ D	�;�   
 �������	���) : ��� !�� ����2008(  

  
# �
��� $%�%�/ ' :()�� *� ���	��� �	�	���� 0��  

  *	�
 �������/& : ___________         	����� ������� :      __________  ������� /     /  :  
 * ����� :         ______ �
��� ����� :            _________ �����( ) :  �
�( )     !�"                
 * #$�� :   ________ %��	��� :  __________ &��'� 	��(" 		�)��	����� )�*�: (_________  
  

# �
��� $%�%�/ ' : D��!" 4��;�0��� ��*�� �H� 9��� 4��� %�	�$�� G�	�'�� #,����� �� %���6� F���"
I )���A� )3, ��  $,'� %>�����  $��� G�	�'� F0� B�!" G�� ��� I%�$:*�� ����6 �� 	�	���  0� B��	

 4����6A�� �3����� 4������ 4��6�� ���6�� �H�L".  
  %�0
�� )�� &�5�	 <>�� %��: ���" ���:�� IE3 ��*� �� ���3 �H�� ��6� �" �6�" B���3��� �� %�5�, F���"

 	6�� A E�.3 8��0� I4>���� �H*�� )�: �" 4����� F����- #$�� %3������ �6" I %5;�: X�:"� %���$ &��3�
 F�0� ����� E�" A- %3�6_� 		�� B,� 	6�� A E�" ��
 I 8�,	�$� 8����$ ��
� �" �6�"� I F�0� @3;�� �� ���3

 %05�'� )
 �� %3�6\� D�6� <� IF�L�� 	�� ��3;�� )�" )6�� �"� %���3 ��6� �". )� 	��� (�? �	@� :   
  

:���� '�	�9��  
6	���� 

 
6���@4 

 
�=�� 
�!/ �� 

 
E6,�)� 

 
6���+ 1.  �H� B>��� 4��� %�	$�� 4( ��
���� 4�0?*� .  

 ���	�9�� ����� �11� :  
 	���� = ��	2��� �:.�� I�!
" �" 8����3�" B��� M�:  �- )$� I &����� &��$3 9���� G�	�)4.(  
 6���@4 = �� 9���� G�	� )2 – 4  ( �:.�� I 8����3�" B��� ��	2���)3.(  

�!/ �� �=���  = ��	2��� �:.�� I ��3�'� 4( &�� 9���� G�	�)2.(  
 6,�)� = ��	2��� �:.�� I �!
" �" <�3��" %�3�" )
 &�� 9���� G�	�)1.(  
 6���+ = ��	2��� �:.�� 8�20;� G	�� A 9���� �"  �- ��*�)0 .(  
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:����  '�	�9�� ���	���1� 

1.    %6�K� M�3��
3 /0�"%>����A� G�	�" �� X�:" D��*"� .  8��5�	 
4 

8���!
 
3 

;�� 
2 

8��0, 
1 

8�	3" 
0 

2.   )��;b� )�2�� G	��� �
��" ��	�� #�:��3 ��*" 8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
3.    	�2� 4��6 �.3 ��*" 8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
4.    8�6�K��� ���
 /���� �� ��$" 8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 0,8��  8�	3" 
5.    �� ��
� 4( 	��� D�23�� �� &	*3 #�:".  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
6.   G	���� )3, &	�6�� �
� /� %�	�6 /Ac �� �
*".  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
7.   &����� 4( %31��� 	�3 ��*".  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
8.   �� �.!��3 �:d� 4( &	�	* %31� 	�45���- 4( �3�� �  .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
9.   D42�� 4( %31��� �" %:�	�� �" ��	$�� �� 4���" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

10.   )3, �� �H3�" B�
 4��� D��*'�3 ������A� B	2( .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
11.   )3, � �� �!
" ��3�'� E��' �>1"� ����" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
12.   /	�$�� G	��� 	�3 )�3��� %�0�� 4( )
�*� �� 4���"  .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
13.    �� 46��: D��!" %���, �" e���$ ���7* �" ��$�3 ��$" �" <,��"

)K����.  
8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

14.   �;�� B�$ <��" ��	�� 	�	*�� #�:��3 ��*"B��5  .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
15.    �" B��5�;�� ��	L B��� ��
 430, B�,	 4( &	��K� �����3 ��*"

#���\� B����� .  
8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

16.   %7�� %�" 4( f40� K�K� �:* 	�H*��� �3: ���� <(��" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
17.   :��� ������3 ��*" B�3$" B�$ �" %�5�6( %
�� " <��" ��	�� #�

<(��� ��1 .  
8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

18.   G	���� 	�3 F���- �" )�H�- �" &	���� 4( �?� �� 4���" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
19.   ��1 ��	 %3�$\� �" B���� �� B�6� 4��' �����3 ��*" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
20.   "%�	$�� ��
�� �" #�: .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
21.   	�H6� )," <� �����3 ��*" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
22.   #�:� )32����� �.3 ��*"  .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
23.   %�	$�� 	�3 BA����A� � g�K��� 4( �02� 	� h3$" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
24.   B��?� /��;0� 4��H* �.3 ��*")��$2� �" &	��K ()3, � �� .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
25.   /���� )3, B����� 4*��( 4( �02�" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
26.    4�A����� 4( 	03�3 ��*")	�� D4* ���� �" ���	�� ��:� .(  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
27.   �3 �	�3���H3 �
(" �" 	��" A 4��" /1���3 4�L�  �- ��
('� 9 .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
28.    �	�, ��1 B�3$" 4��" %6�	� �K��� �" g��K�A� �" #�:��3 ��*"

D�
3�� �" /0
���  0�  .  
8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
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:����  '�	�9�� ���	���1� 

29.   � �� ���:d� <� G�	��� ��6�"43 B�� 4��� %�	$� .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
30.   4���	 &�
��� 4( K�
���� f40� ��$� .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
31.    %25A ��1 M���� <� 4��(�$� B�3$")%�����6� ��1 (%�	$�� 	�3 .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
32.   %��	��� 4( 45�	" X���� 9�:�� .  8��5�	 !
8���  ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
33.   %�	$��3 4��
�� 4��� %;*�'� �" D��*'�� �
��'� �� 	��3� .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
34.   %���	��� �$��� 4( 8���*� 4L�3��� h3$" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
35.   &����� &��'� 	��(" <� 4��,�� B�3$" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 	3"8�  
36.   %�	$�� 	�3 E��0�� �� ��6���� �" �
�� 4( %3��$ 	6".  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
37.   )!� I)3, �� �H�� B�,�� 	, D��*.3 /��2��  �- B	� /	�$�� G	���� 	�3 :

 "�(�7'� 9� �" I/��� 4( <3$\� <>�"..  
8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

38.   ��' j%���	�� %��, /	�3 ��*"B,� " 4( 	H*��� 	, 4 .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
39.   %��	��� ����, �" &��'� ����, �� g��:�� 4( &	�	* %31�3 ��*" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
40.   ��c ��1 ��
� %��	��� �.3 ��*" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
41.   %�	$�� 	�3 4��� ���( @!" A B�3$" .  5�	8��  8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
42.    �33� ��	3 /H��
0��� �" ���:d�  0� D�	��A� 4( %31� 	� h3$"

%�	$�� 	�3 .  

8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

43.   ��c ��
� ��(��� I4����� �� �	��� K6�3 ��*" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
44.   4( 	�6� D��!" R����A� /	�� )����3 ��*" %��	��� .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
45.   %L�3*��� /��6'� �� 8�(�: D��*'� 9�33 ��0�� �" M�� ��6�" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
46.   �������3 �H�� ��?�" �" %��	��� F��" �"  ���" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
47.   � 4( %
��*���3 %31��� /	�� %�K���3 ��*"%�����6A� B�3����� .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
48.   %�	$�� 	�3 %25A ��1 %��	��� ):�	 4��(�$� B�3$" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
49.    4��� %�	$�� �3�3 B��?� 	, 4���c� )32����� ���  4;;: �.3 ��*"

�H� B>��� .  
8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

50.   %3�?��3 ��*"  G�	�" �� E3 B��� �� ���H�� A M���� �� ��!
 �"�
%�	�$ .  

8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 

51.   %�	$�� 	�3 43���"� 4�����H3 <�����  0� �	�, ��1 B�3$" .  8��5�	 8���!
 ;�� 8��0, 8�	3" 
 = + /�� kE6�3 %23���� 9���'� �� 4���� B�"� �H�!
� 4��� %���K�� &	��� ��  
 ( ) ��3�"  �- /�� �� ( )         . ����3�"  �- ��3�" �� (  )    . �H*  �- ����3�" ��  
 ( ) �H*" %!�!  �- �H* �� ( )   .       %��  �- �H*" %!�! �� (  ) �H*" %�� �� �!
".  

 *��2�0� %23���� B���3��� 4( 	�� /�� %�	$�� �3�3 �H�� 4���� B�K�� 9���" �" %0
*� " ��
"M.  
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Appendix (41) 
 

Network of Psycho-Social Support (NPSS) 
  

/
��� :���� �4�5 G�	��=1�  
��	��� �����) : ��� !�� ����2008(  

   
  

���	��� �	�	���� 0�� ()�� *� :  
 *	�
 �������/& : ___________        	����� ������� :      __________ ������� /     /  :  
 *�����  :         ______ �
��� ����� :            _________ �����( ) :  �
�( )                   !�"  
 * #$�� :   ________ %��	��� :  __________ &��'� 	��(" 		�)��	����� )�*�: (_________  
  

# �
��� $%�%�/':  

G �	��=1� /
��� :���� �4�5 *H� :)�� �� %���6� �H3 	$2�  	���� �H
�	� 4��� &	������ &������� B��0����
 F0� ��>��� I����� %�	$ 	�3� D��!"� )3, %3�$�� #,����� � B��	$�� %H6��� 4( l	���3 M�� E�.3 l��*��
 %��;�� &	���� �� D�,	$'�� 	6����� %�0L'�� %������ %����6��� B���C���� %��	���� &��'� E�	2� �� &	������

%�(����  %�	��� ... &����� ;�?>� B��	$0� %�30��� ��!d� �� #��:��� #	H3.  
  

# �
��� $%�%�/' :  
  ������� ����:A� )�� &�5�	 <>� �"� I/���L�� %����3 �H�� ��6� �" �6�" I���3��A� B��2( �� %�5�, F���"

��3 �6" I %5;�: X�:"� %���$ &��3� 	6�� A E�.3 8��0� IE3 ��*� �� ���3 F�0� @3;�� �� �.  
 �	@� :  

:���� '�	�9�� ���	���1�*  

  %�	�$�� G�	�'� <� )������ %���
 )�� B���0��� B�	�*�- %��	��� /	2�
 . 

8��5�	 8���!
  %6�	3
%;���� 

8��0, �	3"E  

 
 * ���	���1� �11� :  

  6	���� = %3��3 &����� &��$3 /�	�� G�	�) �� �!
"70 (%��	2��� �:.�� )4. (  
 6���@4 = ��  %3��3 /�	�� G�	�)30n69 ( % ��	2��� �:.��)3. (  

�!/ �� �=���   = %3��3 /�	�� G�	�)10n29 (% ��	2��� �:.��)2(  
 6,�)� = %3��3 G�	�)1n9 (% ��	2��� �:.��)1. (  
  6���+ = ��	2��� �:.�� I 8�,�;- /�	 " ������� 420� /	�  �- ��*�)0 .(  
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:���� �'�	�9�  ���	���1� 
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Appendix (42) 
Personality Assessment Questionnaires (PAQ)  
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54  /H3�Q" Z�P� <� ���� @�,� ��".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
55  ���K ��
" X�:"� I ����( ��
" %7��.  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
56  &�0� &����� �" ��*".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
57  �:d� <� %5�� %2��;3 #�$�" �" �6�*�" �" 4��33 �;:���.  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
58  ����� &	���� �� ��!
 45�,	$" 4� �[HV7J� �" ��".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
59  �d� E�0� ��� �!
" 4��� /���" B�
 ��  ���".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
60  E0�(" �" )���" �Y�N� ��!
 4( 4�D��
 /	�3 ��*".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
61  ���:d�3 %��, B�,�� %��,- ��6�".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
62  ;��3 43$� ����� 9���" ��� 45�	H3 7���" �" <�;��".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
63  E�( ���� 8�	���� 8���c 8���
� ���	�� X�".  ��5�	  8�����"  8��	��  8�	3"  
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Appendix (43) 

 
A list of interview schedule in Arabic version (case 1) 

�)�	;��� �)�/+ ���	�    
��7��:  
 ) �" )>�� E�" ��
 Ir	�L �6 4(� ������� ��� ����� %?03 40� �� )�: �� %03�2�0� 	H�� �" ����0� 4?3��

 ������ /	:���%;��3�� %6��	�� %6H0�� &	�6 &��$3 ������ /H( �� ������� �
�� 4��� (  
 

+����7�� �)�/ ) :)�;��� ������ ��3 R����A�� 	��� �� �6 @0:� IR����� %3��	�� R�� G3� )�;�� %�.�;� (
)!� :�
�� ��" + F��� �� : + F��,�" 4>2� #�
 + %��	��� #�
 +F��� #�
  

  

K�K� /0�� ��
 /� ��!
( I8���� ���� ��� %���,� %3�$ �(��7 E6�� 4��;�0��� ��*�� �.3 4�K�K� )��;'� �
 /�� �3��
" 4(  $,'� %>����� ��� %�	�$ B��3:� ��>��� ��3*���2000 .  

B��3:��3 4����� G�3�� 4( 	$2� �� /0�� )L /%�	�$�� G�	�'� " : 9��� 	, 4��� %���2��� %3�$�� G�	�'� 4L
)!� I�H�� 9�3� �" �H� :4;�;� �" ��� ����3 %3�$\� I���	0� )����� K�1 @�*����  	��(" �� 	�" ' �" F�

 �" �
��'� 9�3  0� ��$��� I��>��3 F�0� D�	��A�3 )���A� 	��6 /��, I���,'� �" D�,	$'� �" &��'�
 B�$ ���� �" 9����� I	�H* &K��6 4( %
��*��� IF�0� K�K� �:*� �" F� )�2��'� I�3����� @�1-

 %���$�� )3��2�� �" B���6���)%�6�6��A�(	L I /
� &���3 �" %��K� �" 9�" ���	� IE�� DK6 �" )��
��3 F�K�� /
F�0� K�K� �:*� �" ."...  

   
 B��3:�� F0�� /H>���� %6��� %�����6�� %����� %��$ )
�*�3 ��3�$"� 8���!
 ����� )��;'� DACL �� 	�	���

 )!� I�
��� %23���� %�	�$�� ":���:��� I/�7�� �� 	5�K�� #�:�� I @02��  &�	2�� /	� I������� IB�
0����� #����
 )�3��� I%�����6A� %;*�'� 4( %
��*��� �� 	���3A� I#$�� 4( /0���� E��2� ���( ������A�� K�
����  0�

 %3u
��� �K��� I%��	��� �� ���H�� I��H��� �" 40�0�� 	��-���)��5�
A� (&�������"...  
  

'� 9�3 )�K�� IF�� �� /1���3� &����� ��	3 %���3; &��$3 %������ /H����� /H����" ������� �����;�0��� )��;
 B������� &	�6 %�$3 ������� /H( I���*�� �" %��	��� �" &��'� ):�	 /H���� 4( B�3��;>� �" )
�*� �"

��� /L��1 �� )>(" /H�
�� I%�	�$�� B��3:0� /H>��� �3�3 %0�0, 9���" �� ������ �" I %���� B��L	� ��
%�����6� M���� �" %���6�� /H��$ .  

  �� I@�;\�  0� /H�	� M�� �" %;��3 )
�*� /H�	� ����� %5��� DACL �� /
����:� /� 	2( IF��  0� vD��3�
)��;'� �� /
��1 �� ���0�:� /
�0�6 4��� %�2�2��� ��3�'� /H�� �" %03�2��� )�: �� <�;��� .. ���
�� 	, ��L�


� �"p� D�* �- ���2�� )32����� 4( )��;'� &	����  0� ���	�, �� .  
   

� �� :/;�� :����� ��	
��� N	�@+ ���	��� ������� :  
  

1n  K�K�)	��"/%�;�(:( N	�5�� + /+ A 	� � � ;� *+ *4��)������ ( N	�@+ D	�)� �@�� 	7��+� ���

,��1� � �= ��� *� *M� ��� ����� ��	
��� 3�  
�>�,� : M���� %�0
 h>�� �" ������ �� �0;� )����6�� I���,'� ID�,	$'� I&��'� 	��("(  
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2G � � ;� *+ *4�� : N	�5�� N /+ A 	�)���	��� ������ ( 3����� ��	
��� � (� ��� ���  
  

3G  (
� � *	4 �?	� �#	��� (� )/H� � K�� *+ (�� ���+ 	�+ )�� /  5 (A 	���� 3(�%�� �,��1� � �= :�  
      "    "    "    "     "    "         "  "   "  "  " " "+R��63 &��'� 	��(" 	�" �" F�:" ��$" ��	��  
      "    "    "    "     "    "         "  "   "  "  " " "+R��63 B�" B3�$" ��	��  
       "    "     "    "   "  "   "  "  " " "   "    "+/
� 9�" B(�6 �" )K�� )���A� B��, B�	L ��	��  

�>�,� :} )�;�� %3�6-  0� ��0
 	���� )�C��� ��L R�;)������� ( �" ������ �� ��0;� ��L� I4��!�� )�C�0�
��
�\� �	, &	�  0� )
 �H� 9��� 4��� G�	�'� "��" l�6� )�;�� )�( 	�  0� #���� { 

  

4G �� (� 95 *	4 K�43�%�� �,��1� � �= :�A 	��  ) +F���" 	��(" 	�" ��$" ��	�� F���* ��
 #�
...  
�>�,� :)�;�� �L	L�* �" 9��� 4��� %3�$��� %�	�$�� G�	�'�  0� D��3 )�C� �� �!
" ).�� �" F�
�� ��L .(  

  

5G  �)�	9� K�4 � � ;� *+ *4��)����� ( 3��	5��� ()� <�  
   n �3 	�" " B�3:" )L ��'�3 F�.3 ��*� )L +	�" " �� &	���� �" &	����  0� B0$� )L +���*��� F0

  +/��'� l�L %������ ���d�� 
 

6G   + O=� � :� (�H4  ��9��! '� �� (�	�� D�	�� (�H� 	�� P��� �*	���/1� �)� �;�	/�� (��	=� �,� *�
 	� (�+� 8/�� ����Q�  ���	� ������ C�9��)���+/��!	� (	�  3 (�? 8�/  

n  +B�3��;>� �� )
�*� �� 4���� A F0�6� 4��� ��3�'� 4L ��  
  

7G ()�� *� ���/  � :�9� *M� (� 95 � K�� *+ *4�� �"  ������  ���	��� �����)� ���9�  �7=� 

����� ��	
��� N	�@+ ��9��� +  
    n  +/��� ��  0� ����� %���3; F���" �.3 ��*� B�K�� )L  
    n D�,	$'� <� I &��'� <� I���*�� 4( I%��	��� 4( B�"� F���* 4� #$ .  

�	@�� :/;�� :����5�� �	�/  
8G  (����5 #�	�� � K�� *+ *4�� ) (/
� 2�� K�4 � K�� *4��( 3  

    n  F��$:* B��� X�� #�
 ) 46�K� I )5���� I	��� I43$�")���'� �02��"&���0� ��� I.(..  
  

9G � (��9� �A 3�
)��� '� �� (/
� 2�� (�)9= ��4?�� �;�	/�� ���	��� �����)  
/��3 %3�6\� B��
 ��- : +%>����A� D��!" F����� %>����A� )3, F���� 4( ��?� �" #��:� B	6� )L  

  

10G ������ � � ;� *4�� : (� D	��� �>� �7=  2�� K�4)(����5�( 3 ) h>� +B��?� /" I4L ��
 )L
F�� .(  
 ���%7 : M����3 	�$2��� )D�,	$'�� &��'� 	��(" .(  
  

11G  <=�� �?	� ��� ������ ��	
��� N	�@+ ���	��� ������ N�%� ���9� �;��!� ��	9���  K����	� ��� ��+
 3�;��!�� ()�� ��	9��� 8	�/+  

  

12G  3	7�/��  + 	7� 89)� *+ 8�� ��� N	�5�� *� �@��  
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��	@�� :/;�� :/
��� :�����	��=1�   :  
  

13G  3N	����� <�  �*�/����� <� (�?4  �(��/+ ����+ �	�  (� �+ <� (��,� � K�� *+ *4��  
    %7��� : +%���> I%;���� I%��, %,�� 4L )L ) .... )�6� ��� ��;����� 	, �3��� ��(�
 ��,� )�;�� ;��

E��� 4( .(  
  

14G ���  '��	/���  :���� �)� ���� *�+ *�<�=5..F�� 4� #$�" B��� �� +...  
%7��� ) :%���
��� B���C��� I%���:�� B����6�� I����6�� I���0���� ID�,	$'� I&��'� �� )L(...  

  

15G :���� (�? 2�� K�4  +  
%7��� : + 8���	�� /" ����> /" �	�6 ��
 )L  

  

<����� :/;�� :K�4��� /  :)�H��� 
  

16G � � ;� *+ *4�� :	���� 	� K �>�� <� '��= �;��!� ��	9���   K�4���  �� (���	/ 	7�H� �;�9� ��� #�
 3'���� �4	5� � � 9�  *�?�� *���M� �	
!�� *� ���+ (�)9= 	�� ��	
��1� N	�@+ ��9���  

  

17G �	
!�� � (�+� 	� / :7�4�  ��	
��1� N	�@+ ��9� ����+  ���	� ����� ��� � ��9� *�?�� 8	�5��
�%	� 3'���� �4	5�  �	���!�� *� * �	9� � �  

%7��� : �3��2� %H3�*� #��7� B>��� B�" �
��)%�	�$ B��3:( I&	�6 %�$3 <��� B�K ��( F�� /1�� I
  +F�� ��3�" ��� h>�� �" �
��  

  

18G  3:��� 	� �)�  + ���� ��+ �A)(/
� K�	5 K�4 ..:	�� (  
%7��� ) : 8�����" I8��5�	 (  

  

19G 9� ��+� � ;� ��+ *4�� ���	
��1� � �	����� *� ���9�� �7=�    ��� : ()� <� �)�	9� K�4
 3��9��� ������  

%7��� : %3�$�� G�	�'� <� )������ 4( %���� @�;� B��6������� F�	� ��
 )L )%�	�� /" %����� @�;.(  
  

20n 8���:" : +%�	�2�� M�:�� B������ 4( F�� G	�� �" <,��� ����  
 

***   ***   *** 

%03�2��� BH���  
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Appendix (44) 

 
One Example of Answer Interview in Arabic version 

 

  R? �� �)�	;��� �)�/+ �)� *�� �
��� ��+ ��	=L  
 

 

J ��� :    �
�       ��9�� :15     *4/�� �;!��: &K1 ��;,  
���	��� ������� ��� :23                                     � 4��:6941yp  
)�'� @�3;��� �����  :15 /4/2006                          C����� 2 �/� :#��:  
4��!�� @�3;��� ����� :24/3/2007                            C����� 2 �/� :#��:  

  
� �� :/;�� :����� ��	
��� N	�@+ ���	��� ������� :  

  

1 n#�	
�� :K�K� )��C�:( N	�5�� + /+ A 	� � � ;� *+ *4��)������ ( N	�@+ D	�)� �@�� 	7��+� ���

 3�,��1� � �= ��� *� *M� ��� ����� ��	
���  
# �
��� :n���K�� �� ��2��3 R���6� F��L ��
 ..���K�� /��" %3�3	 B�6�� F��
� .  

n 3�� �� ��6��:q3 R���6A� D��!" )���A� 	��6 /�,�:c ��
�  �- B�.  
n R���6A� D��!" ������6 B��3 /	L F��
� I 4�� ��	 )K�� B�3 /	L.  
n R���6A� ��	L�*� ����3 h;�  0� ����
 ����� ����6�� 9�3 ��$"� .  
  

2G#�	
�� :� � ;� *+ *4�� : N	�5�� N /+ A 	�)���	��� ������ ( 3����� ��	
��� � (� ��� ���  
# �
��� :n 2� )���A� B��, <� B�H6����� D��!" 406� 4( B3$" 	) �� )�3, �� F��L B�
 	2(
��;��A� ...(4��� /��" 4�� �3�  	H*��� F��
�.  

  

3G #�	
�� : (
� � *	4 �?	� �#	��� (� )/H� � K�� *+ (�� ���+ 	�+ )�� /  5 ( � $�	� �	�9� ���+
 (��� ..3(�� *�� �	75�/�  + S	��=1�  +  

�# �
�� : �	6 ��K� B�
 .. F3���� .. #5�:�  
  

4G#�	
�� :3(���%� ���=  (�%�� :�A 	���� (� 95 *	4 K�4   
# �
��� : 4����	 4( K
�" �" <;��" /� ..l�3��A� B�*� B�3$.( .  

  

5G#�	
�� : �)�	9� K�4 � � ;� *+ *4��)����� ( 3��	5��� ()� <�  
   n +���*��� F0�3 	�" " B�3:" )L  ��'�3 F�.3 ��*� )L +	�" " �� &	���� �" &	����  0� B0$� )L

  +/��'� l�L %������ ���d�� 

# �
��� : ���*��� F0� �� 	�" ' G	��" /� . I�H3�" 4��� D��*'� M���"� I%������ ��'�3 �� ���� ��*"
%���3 4�� 	A�" <� ���"� .  
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6G #�	
�� : �)� �;�	/�� (��	=� �,� *� :� (�H4  ��9��! '� �� (�	�� D�	�� (�H� 	�� P��� �*	���/1�
 	� (�+� 8/�� ����Q�  ���	� ������ C�9��  + O=� �)*��� ( 3 (�? 8�/ 	�  

n  +B�3��;>� �� )
�*� �� 4���� A F0�6� 4��� ��3�'� 4L ��  
# �
��� :���'�� %�����3 �� ���� ���*��� I )���A� ������ �3�3 F��� .. ��3��  �- �L�� ���3$"� .. 	2(

���� <3�" &	�� ��3��  �- ��L���  0� ���	�, ��1 @3���� 4( ��
 ..  �- ��L���  0� ���	�, ���3$" �d� �
��
E3 ������A�� ��3�� . %3����3 B���� ��>�'� �d� �
�� I)���A� �3�3 �H������ �� /���� B�
 D��*" F��L�
3���� 4( ��
 ��� 4�@ .  

  

7G#�	
�� :()�� *� ���/  � :�9� *M� (� 95 � K�� *+ *4�� �"  ���	��� �����)� ���9�  �7=� 
����� ��	
��� N	�@+ ��9��� ������  +  

    n  +/��� ��  0� ����� %���3; F���" �.3 ��*� B�K�� )L  
    n 	$'� <� I &��'� <� I���*�� 4( I%��	��� 4( B�"� F���* 4� #$D�, .  

# �
��� :%23���� G�	�b� 4>��� �3�3 ..)���A� 	��63 /�H� ��1� �5��6 B�3$" .. 	�H��� ������ 	�3
X�:" <�>��� �� G	��" B�3$" ../H�������� )���A� �� ��5�	 G	��" )���A� 	�6� /��" B�
 �
�� . B�


%��K���� 4��36�� %�	.�3 /�," A )���A� ������ )3, ..B�
�  %��	��� �� ��L" .. 4( /7��� B�3$" �d� �
��
%��	���  �- ��L��� .  

  

�	@�� :/;�� :����5�� �	�/  
8G #�	
�� : (����5 #�	�� � K�� *+ *4�� ) (/
� 2�� K�4 � K�� *4��( 3  

    n  F��$:* B��� X�� #�
 ) 46�K� I )5���� I	��� I43$�")���'� �02��"&���0� ��� I.(..  
# �
��� : 8�	�6 B�3$" ..4�" %$�:� B�3�� )L" <� )��2�"� 43$� )���A� 	�6� D��!" B�
� .. �3�3 F���

 4��� @�;" A� 8��3$� B�
 )���A� 	��6 B������ ..&	�6 4�" <� 4�,�� �d� ��" ..  
	�� &	�6�� B��
 4��� %�3$���� �K��� �� #�: )���A� g��:(..  

�!
" )5���� B�3$"  @3� ��� ..&�����3� 4���3 /�L" B�3$.(..  
  

9G #�	
�� : 3�
)��� '� �� (/
� 2�� (�)9= ��4?�� �;�	/�� ���	��� �����)� (��9� �A  
/��3 %3�6\� B��
 ��- : +%>����A� D��!" F����� %>����A� )3, F���� 4( ��?� �" #��:� B	6� )L  

# �
��� :( B�
 ��
 4���� �7�" B�K�� ��" @3���� 4 )	��.(  
  

10 G#�	
�� :������ � � ;� *4�� : (� D	��� �>� �7=  2�� K�4)(����5�( 3 ) +B��?� /" I4L ��
 )L
F�� h>� .(  
#�	
�� :%��	���� &����� 	A�" <� )��2�"� )
�*� )��" B�
 %>����A� D��!" .. )���A� )��� 	�3 �d� �
��

@3� ��� )>(" B�3$"� IB���� ..L.(4�� ������� ����	���� 45�,	$"� 40 .  
  

11 G #�	
�� : ��� ������ ��	
��� N	�@+ ���	��� ������ N�%� ���9� �;��!� ��	9���  K����	� ��� ��+
 3�;��!�� ()�� ��	9��� 8	�/+ <=�� �?	�  
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# �
��� :)���A� 	��6 B������ /��2�� 	�$� �" 	3A ..�� ����0�2� /H
��� �" )2�� )H( " ��	3 �����3 ���	H
%���2� ..  

  

12 G #�	
�� : 3	7�/��  + 	7� 89)� *+ 8�� ��� N	�5�� *� �@��  
# �
��� :)��;" B����� /��"� I /	2�� &�
 ��� ��" ��" ..��;�0( %;��: /��"� .. %�0$'� 4�	03 /��"�

 �H�� 	��� �6�L 4��� ..�� ���� �L��" �"  ���.(..  
  

:/;�� ��	@�� :���	��=1�  /
��� :�� :  
  

13 G #�	
�� : 3N	����� <�  �*�/����� <� (�?4  �(��/+ ����+ �	�  (� �+ <� (��,� � K�� *+ *4��
%7��� : +%���> I%;���� I%��, %,�� 4L )L ....  

# �
��� :4��:"� 4�"� 43" <� )K���� 4( &����� 4��,�� B��
 ..A� 9(�"� I 	��� <�;" A B�
( %3�6��
/H��30;� ..��;��� &����'� <� %��	��� 4( )
�*� )��" B�
 F��
� ..8����6 /H�� B���� 4��,�� �d� �
�� ..

/H� 8���;� B�3$"�  .  
  

 14G #�	
�� :<�=5���  '��	/���  :���� �)� ���� *�+ *�..F�� 4� #$�" B��� �� +...  
%7��� ) :I���0���� ID�,	$'� I&��'� �� )L %���
��� B���C��� I%���:�� B����6�� I����6��(...  

# �
��� : 4( �3���� 	*����� 45�,	$"� 43��,"� /'�� �'� �� <�6*���� &	������� /�	��  0� B0$�
%��	��� .. 4( ����� ������ 8����	 4��;��� I /�	��� &	������ 4� /	2� %���:�� B����6�� X	�- F��L F��
�

��$3 %��	���%���6� & .  
  

15 G#�	
�� ::���� (�? 2�� K�4  +  
%7��� : + 8���	�� /" ����> /" �	�6 ��
 )L  

# �
��� : ;���� <�6*���� /�	�� ..���:d�� &��'� �� <�6*���� /�	�� �� 	�K�� %6��3 4��.3 ��*"� .  
  

<����� :/;�� :K�4��� /  :)�H��� 
  

16 G #�	
�� :4� )�2� �" �
�� :�5�$:�� ��  <� &	�6 %2��;3 )������ � #�
��� ��� F�	��� �H�.3 	2��� 4���
 +&	�	� )
�*� 4( ���,� ����� ���:d� )��;'� �� )>(" F�0�6 ��� %>����A� D��!" %3�$�� #��7��  

# �
��� : 4����6� ��" ..M���� ��K" �" ��"� .. 43" %0���� �3�3 F��
� I8�	�6 	���� 4�>� ��
� �"�
 &	�6�� 43��,"� 4� ..4����6*� ����
 	2( &	�6�� 45�,	$" %0����� .  

  

17 G #�	
�� :�	
!�� � (�+� 	� / ��	
��1� N	�@+ ��9� ����+  ���	� ����� ��� � ��9� *�?�� 8	�5��
 3'���� �4	5�  �	���!�� *� * �	9� � ��%	� :7�4�   

%7��� : �3��2� %H3�*� #��7� B>��� B�" �
��)�$ B��3:%�	( I&	�6 %�$3 <��� B�K ��( F�� /1�� I
  +F�� ��3�" ��� h>�� �" �
��  

# �
��� : ���:d� <� )������� ;��:A� �� /L	���3� F��
� I &	�6 ��1 /H� )L'� %0���� ��
� ��3�) ��1
�������6� .(  
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18 G#�	
�� : 3:��� 	� �)�  + ���� ��+ �A)(/
� K�	5 K�4 ..:	�� (  
%7��� ) :	 8�����" I8��5� (  

# �
��� :%;���� &��$3 ��:3 p 	���� ..D�K�'� 	�" 	�H*��� �
��" �" 	2(" ��	�� 8�	6 ���K� ��
" 8�����" .  
  

19 G#�	
�� :� � ;� ��+ *4�� ���	
��1� � �	����� *� ���9�� �7=�    ���9� ��+ : <� �)�	9� K�4

 3��9��� ������ ()�  
%7��� :�	� ��
 )L %3�$�� G�	�'� <� )������ 4( %���� @�;� B��6������� F )%�	�� /" %����� @�;.(  

# �
��� : )���A� B��, /��" B�3!��� 	��$�� .. ��*�� ��	� �" 	���� I 	����� ���	� �L )���A� �'
E�0� �$��� �" <�;��� ��	��$3 �
�� 4��;�0��� ..� /H�0���� ���� )L'� <�6*� F��
� I4 .  

  

20n#�	
�� :8���:" : +%�	�2�� M�:�� B������ 4( F�� G	�� �" <,��� ����  
# �
��� : 4��0�� )�
" �" 	��" ..%���6�� ):	"� ..8��0�� h3$"� ..&	�6 %2��;3 M���� )���"� .  
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Appendix (45) 
 

Intformation Sheet   

)9� �)�	;��� �	��  

  
�/����� *� �� " :'%U J	!� � *����!/)
�� �	
!�� �)� ���%��� ���	��� ������� �	@V "  

  

G��3�� :	 . )��;�� 40� 	���  
 

������� K�K� �
�� IG�3�� ���*� �� 4��!�� DK6�� @�3;� 4( %
��*�0� ��$������ ��	" �" 	�"/ �" )3, &
 h�>���� �6�� IF��3 ���, �:��lC��6- ����� G�3�� %��3; F� .  

 F0>( �� F��
 I8�3���� l��� �� <� �H*,��� �" F��
�q3� I &	�6 &��$3 B���>�\�� B���0���� "�,� F0>( ��
B���0���� �� 8�	�K� B	�" ��- �" h>�� ��1 l	6� D4* " �� G��3�� ).�� �" F�
�� .  

@3� ��� F�D��,  0� 8��K6 8��
*...  
  
 =C�B�� 	�  3	7;��!�� : ;� $?��  A *�  3�/����� *�  

  

 ��  ��'� %0����� @�3;�3 �	�03 ��* 	��( 	��L %���63 4����� g���� 45�$:" I )��;�� 	��� G��3�� /�,
 e'� #0
 ���� Ih(� �3�� @�1- �3�3 &K1 ��;,  �- <6�� �" G��3�� <;��� /� %���!�� %0����� �
�� I G�3��

 /��
�� :6 	6�" %�� )%����\� %���6�� 4( �>������ 4����� 45�$:'� ( DK6�� @�3;�3 E�� %3�����3 /�2� �"
G�3�� �� 4��!��.  

  

 �����;�0��� )��;'� �� %���� %���* X	� %��K��� %�	�$�� B��3:�� ��!c  0� #�����  �- %������ %���	�� #	H�
� %>����� D��!" %��K� %�	�$ B��3:� ��>��� �����M����� @;��� 4( ����
 D���  $,') �" %��
�� <,���

B��;���� �" %�	�	� (M����� �� �� k	�  �- &	��3 @;��� 4( �" . 
  

 )H( I%�	�$�� B��3:�� �" G�	�'� ��� )��;'� )�( 	�	� #��:A %�2�2��� ��3�'� �� #*
��  �- #	H� ��

 )!� %������ B���?����  �- <6�� )������ F0� : " ����� #��:�)��
�/G��-( I):	�� X���� I����� I%��,\� ��
� I

 8�!�� 4����6A�� 4����� /�	�� I/0,.���� #�
��� B��6�������� )�;�� %�$:* B��� I��	���0� 4��0���� X������
 4( )4����� /�	 I%��	��� /�	 I&��'� /�	 4��	 �"%���
��� B���C���� %���:�� B����6�� /�	 I /�	 I

���,'� /�	 I����6�� /�	 ID�,	$'�.(..  
  

 <��6 �� 4��;�0( )�; ���5��� #�"  0� 4>���� /���� B��6" 4���  ��'� %���	�� 4( ���;��� 	, ���(
 ��3 �� /L����" R����� 4���� &K1 ��;, B�7(���)10 n18 %��( B��3:�� ��!c /�6 %(���� o5�����  �- )$� �"

���;"  0� %�	�$�� 	�3 ��� %����� B�3��;>� �� ������ )��;'� �� 	�	��� )�6� 4��� ��3�'� 4L ��� I��
 ������ �" %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� �� ������ A )��;'� 9�3 )�6� 4��� ��3�'� %(��� F��
� I %�	$��

$,'� %>����� D��!" %�	�$ B��3:� ��>���� ��*�� ��� /L��1 <� %���2� %0�0, &��$3  .  
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 %�	�$ B��3:� ��>���� ��H6�� ����� )��;'� <� B�3�2� D��6- �L� G�3�� �� 4��!�� DK6�� 		$3 ��� �
��
 <� %���2� &	�6 %��$� %�����6� � %���� %�$3 ������� ����K ���  $,'� %>����� D��!" %;���� �" %3�$

A�� %������� %���6�� /H��$ BD�� ����� )��;'� �� /L��1%�����6 . ��
�� %03�2��� &	�)45 (%2�,	 .  
   

 I)��;'� )��(" 	�	� #��:� D��� #2� 4��� ��3�'� �� %2��� &��$3 #*
��� 	
.���  �- B�3�2��� l�L #	H��
 4( )��;b� %���(� %�5�� %�0�L.�� %�6��� %�	�*�-� %�5�,� o���3 <>� 4( %�	�2�� %0����� 4( ��	���� 	, ��L�

�	���<��6��� � &��'� � %� .  
   

 %��0� 9��1' ;2( /	:���� %���	�� 4( &	����� B���0���� �" ��
 IB���
�� )�: �� )6��� B�3�2��� �" ��

���$����� �� " D���" �*�� ��� I )��
��*��� )��;'� .(  

  

 %$�:��� B�H6��  �- G�3�� B����3���� 	��� <��6 )���- /� 	2( F��  �- %(�>- /�0����� %�3���� &��K� 4( %0!��
 %�;: %2(���  0� )�$��� /� 	,� I&K1 ��;23 %���	�� G�?�� %��
�3 /�0����� %�3���� &�5�	� I ��;�0�3 4�����

 M��� ��3 �� %�,���� &����� 4( G�3�� @�3;��2006  )��3" %��H�  �-2006 ) ��'� %0����� (  
 M��� �� %������ &������2007 �  �- )��3" %��H2007  .  

  
���� /
�����  0� 8��K6 ��
*� 

 

  
��	���  :� . �� !�� )� ���� 

 4����� g���� 45�$:"  
M.Altawil@herts.ac.uk 

University of Hertfordshire (UK) 

Faculty of Health and Human science 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

��	��� :+ . �9�= �=�+  

 4��� 45�$:"  
&K?3 %����\� %���6��3 M���� /0� /�, 4( �>���  
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Appendix (46) 

 
Consent Form for head teacher in Arabic version 

 

 �;�� � R? �� �/����� �>	��  

 

�/����� �>	� �;�� � 
 

� %������ %���	��3 %20����� B���0����� B���0���� B�H(� B"�, 4��" �," ��".  

�  ��$������  0� %0������ �;�:��� %3��� I %���	�� %��L"  0� B�0;� 	, 4��.3 �," ��". 

�  � B���0���� <��6 �.3 B�0� ��" 4( ��
�� ��$������ �� �H�0� )�$��� /��� 4��
;2( %��0� 9��1' /	:����� I%����� <>��. 

�   )	� �� �" ��$������ /�� �*� /	� %;��* %���	�� o5��� �*�3 	�3 ���( G��3�� /�2� �.3 @(��� ��"
F��  0�. 

�  A� �" B���0��  0� )�$��� )6" �� B,� " 4( G��3��3 )�$�A�  0� �	�, �" D4* �� ������
%������ %���	��3 ;3���. 

  
   :/��/����� �>	� <�� �                                                  �������   /     /  :  

........................................ 
 

��	��� *� ����� : 

� 	�� G�?�� %��
�3 /�0���� o����3 M�5� �� %2(���  0� G��3�� )$� 4����� /�0����� %�3���� &��K� � %���
%������ %���	�� ������ ��;�0( 4(. 

� %��H�� %���>�� &��$3 /H�� )������� ��$������ ����:�� %���	�� 9��1" h�>��3 G��3�� /�,.  
� �	�6 &��$3 �L��H( /H�"� %���	�� D��6- B���0��3 ��$������ �3:" E�.3 G��3�� �2� . 

 

  
    �� G��3�� /���������                                                     E��,�     /      /   :  

 
       )��;�� 	���  

.................... 
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Appendix (47) 

 
Consent form for participants in Arabic version 

 

�;�� � R? ��  *�� �
���)8�	!/���	!(  

 

 �;�� �8�	!��/' :  
�  ��"%������ %���	��3 %20����� B���0����� B���0���� B�H(� B"�, 4��" �,".  

� �7� %H6�� 4�����, ���3 ��
�� %05�'� �� %3�6\� 4( 4�
��*� �.3 B�H( ��" . 

�  4( �����\� 4( %����� 	�� I4��;� )�� �L %���	�� l�L 4( 4�
��*� �.3 B�H( ��"
3, �� �$�� �" ;�?> ��	 l	��" B,� "G��3�� ).  

�   I%����� <>�� 4( ��
�� ��$������ �� �H�0� )�$��� /��� 4��� B���0���� <��6 �.3 B�0� ��"
;2( %��0� 9��1' /	:�����. 

�  F��  0� )	� �� �" 4��� �*� /	� %;��* %���	�� o5��� �*�3 	�3 ���( G��3�� /�2� �.3 @(��� ��". 

�   B,� " 4( G��3��3 )�$�A�  0� �	�, �" D4* �� ������A� �" B���0��  0� )�$��� )6" ��
%������ %���	��3 ;3���. 

  
   :/�     # �
��� <�� �                                                  �������   /     /  :  

........................................ 
 

��	��� *� ����� : 

�  M�5� �� %2(���  0� G��3�� )$� 4����� /�0����� %�3���� &��K� � %���	�� G�?�� %��
�3 /�0���� o����3
%������ %���	�� ������ ��;�0( 4(. 

� %��H�� %���>�� &��$3 /H�� )������� ��$������ ����:�� %���	�� 9��1" h�>��3 G��3�� /�,.  
� 3 �L��H( /H�"� %���	�� D��6- B���0��3 ��$������ �3:" E�.3 G��3�� �2�	�6 &��$& . 

  
    �������                                                     E��,��� G��3�� /��     /      /   :  
       )��;�� 	���  
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Appendix (48) 

 
Consent form for parents in Arabic version 

 

  *���� )� �;�� � R? �� 
 
 

 �;�� �# �
��� ��+ �  :  
 

� " ��"%������ %���	��3 %20����� B���0����� B���0���� B�H(� B"�, 4��" �,.  

�  ��$������  0� %0������ �;�:��� %3��� I %���	�� %��L"  0� B�0;� 	, 4��.3 �," ��". 

�   4( ��
�� ��$������ �� �H�0� )�$��� /��� 4��� B���0���� <��6 �.3 B�0� ��"
�0� 9��1' /	:����� I%����� <>��;2( %�. 

�   )	� �� �" ��$������ /�� �*� /	� %;��* %���	�� o5��� �*�3 	�3 ���( G��3�� /�2� �.3 @(��� ��"
F��  0�. 

�   D4* �� ������A� �" B���0��  0� )�$��� )6" �� B,� " 4( G��3��3 )�$�A�  0� �	�, �"
%������ %���	��3 ;3���.  

 

 
   :/�        ���� �  <�� �                                                  �������   /     /  :  

........................................ 
 

��	��� *� ����� : 

 

�  4����� /�0����� %�3���� &��K� � %���	�� G�?�� %��
�3 /�0���� o����3 M�5� �� %2(���  0� G��3�� )$�
�	�� %2(���  0� F��
� I��;�0( 4(�7�� �� %��/%������ %���	�� ������ %��	��� &. 

� %��H�� %���>�� &��$3 /H�� )������� ��$������ ����:�� %���	�� 9��1" h�>��3 G��3�� /�,.  
� �	�6 &��$3 �L��H( /H�"� %���	�� D��6- B���0��3 ��$������ �3:" E�.3 G��3�� �2� .  

 

                         E��,��� G��3�� /��                                �������     /      /   :  
       )��;�� 	���  

....................... 
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Appendix (49) 

 
Ethics Approfal from University of Hertfordshire 
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Appendix (50) 

 
List of the Referees 

No Name Degree Place of work 

1 Prof. Hamed Zahran  Prof. in Mental Health  Ain Shams University-Egypt  

2 Prof. Atia A. 

Mohamed 

Prof. in Mental Health  Al-Zagazig University- Egypt 

3 Prof. Adel El-Ashwal  Prof. in Clinical Psy. Ain Shams University-Egypt 

4 Prof. Ahmed El-

Sharkawy  

Prof. in Psychiatry   Al-Quds Clinics  

Palestine   

5 Prof. Talat   Mansor  Prof. in Mental Health  Ain Shams University-Egypt  

6 Prof. Abedallah Askar  Prof. in Clinical Psy. Al-Zagazig University- Egypt 

7 Prof. Ebrahem Ashosh  Prof. in Mental Health Ain Shams University-Egypt  

8 Prof. Saied Subhy  Prof. in Mental Health Ain Shams University-Egypt  

9 Prof. Eiman Fawzy  Prof. in Mental Health  Ain Shams University-Egypt  

10 Prof. Sameera Shind  Prof. in Mental Health Ain Shams University-Egypt  

11 Prof. Ebraheem Aid  Prof. in Mental Health  Ain Shams University-Egypt 

12 Dr. Nabeel Hafid  Associated Prof. in Mental 

Health  

Ain Shams University-Egypt 

13 Dr. Emad Makhaimer  Associated Prof. in Clinical 

Psychology 

Ain Shams University-Egypt 

14 Dr. Fadel Abu Hein  Associated Prof. in Clinical 

Psychology 

Al-Aqsa University-Palestine 

15 Dr. Samir Qouta Associated Prof. in Clinical 

Psychology 

Gaza Community Mental Health 

Programme. Palestine 

16 Dr. Tahany Uthman  Assistant Prof. in Mental 

Health  

Ain Shams University-Egypt 

17 Dr. Husam Azab  Assistant Prof. in Mental 

Health 

Ain Shams University-Egypt 

18 Dr. Pieter W Nel Consultant Clinical 

Psychologist-DClinPsy 

University of Hertfordshire-UK 

19 Prof. David Winter Director of Clinical 

Psychology Course-DClinPsy 

University of Hertfordshire-UK 

20 Mr. Steve Davies Deputy of Clinical 

Psychology Course-DClinPsy 

University of Hertfordshire-UK 

21 Dr. Simone 

Schlagman 

School of Psychology  University of Hertfordshire-UK 

21 Dr. Muthanna Samara Department of Psychology University of Warwick-UK 
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Appendix (51) 

 
Abstract in Arabic Version  

��	 D��6q3 G��3�� /�,�����3 %�
��0
- %� " :&K1 ��;23 �����;�0��� )��;'�  0� %��K��� %�	�$�� B��3:�� ��!c."  

� ���*� )�*�������	 G�3� :��$� %���	  ��'� %Quantitative Study ��� %��� %���	 %���! "%����" 
Qualitative Study .  

61 +: �� �� �/����� : �� #*
��  �- B(	L ����� B��	$� %���0����� %�����6A�� %��$��� %������ ��!d�
&K1 ��;, 4( �����;�0��� )��;'�  0� )���A�� . �� %���	�� %��� B��
�)1137 ( ��3 /L����" R����� )�;

)10 n18 (%�� G�!�� %����	�� )����0� %0!�� %�23; %�5��*� %2��;3 /L����:� /� 	,� I) %�	�	�\�� %�5�	�3A�
%����!��� (&K1 ��;, @;��� #0�:� �� .%������ M���2��� �� %3�6\�3 %���	�� %��� 	��(" /�, " : B��3:�� %�5�,
 %�	�$��(CTE) %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���" M��2� I)SPTSDS(I  %�$:*�� ��	2� ���3���)PAQ( .

 D��!" %���� B��	$ G�!� ),'�  0� 9��� 	, &K1  ��;, 4( 4��;�0( )�; )
 �" %���	�� l�L o5��� B�H7"
  $,'� %>�����)2000  n 2006 .( ��
 F��L �" B��*"41 % %��$� %���� B�3��;>� �� ������ )��;'� ��

��� %6���
 %�����6�� %���0�� )
�*�� ����� )��;'� 		� �	2� G�� I%��K��� %�	�$�� B��3:0� ������� /H>�
)�; #�" %5��!0! �� 	�K� �� B�3��;>A� F0� �� ������ . g���� ��( 	�3 /H� �(��� /� /H�7�� �.3 8��0�

)�L.����.  
  

�3 /H�3�$- �;�:� )�02�� )��;'� %����� X�3
 %��L" F��L �.3 8�>�" %���	�� l�L B�>�" %���� B�3��;>
 h6���� 4����6A�� 4����� /�	�� ��( ��(�� )�: �� %�����6�� %��$� /H� ID�,	$'� I &��'� )�: ��

 I���,'�)��;'� 9��� �" M��	��� 4�0��4��	��� 4������� /�	�� �" 7����� I.  

 �- %(�>- E���6�� E���"� E��� <� @(������ #�
���  0� )�;�� &�	, �q( IF�� �3 E����� %�$:* B��%�3�6�- 
 E���� �" �H�.* �� )02� �"I%��$� %�����6�� %���� B�3��;>�3 %3�$\� �� )!� :1 (��6� � %�5�	���  F�0���

4���	���  ��� %������� �" %�	���� E���$3E��� ���:d� �" .2(  �� 	�  �- M����  0� 	����A� � %���2��A� K�K��
�� D�3�" %H6��� 4(%������ &��� .3(  B���� ��	2� E�"  0� E���� E
��	-� �H3 E3�6�-� E���� 	���� )�3, )�: ��

���:d� ��	2�� /�����3 ��	6 %��, �� �:* .4(  	���� %2! )�: �� %�$:*�� %���
�� �	�, E�.3 4( R�6���  0�
%������ &����� ���;� %H6��� � )
*3 E��3��;��� E��6�����3 D�(���� IE��  >� .5(  )�: �� 4�����A� ���6���

���:d� l�6� E�A����� �� %���� %�5�20�� %���$3 ��3����  0� 	���� &�	, .6(  &�	, )�: �� 4�����A� B�3!��
;�3�A�� g��K�A� �� �	, ),.3 ������ �	�$�� B�
*���� )*��� %H6��� � M���� ;3>  0� 	���� .7(  &�7���

�: �� &���0� )��$� 	���� ���*�� &������ ��
�� l�6�.  
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6	��	@: �� �/��������	@ :  �- B(	L%������ )���� �� @��3 #*
��)%;����� )������ (The moderating factors 
 �" /1���  0� %��$� %�����6�� %���� B�3��;>�3 /H�3�$- )�02� �" )��;'� %���� 4( ��3
 )
*3 B	��� 4���

� %��� 	��("�*� M�: �� 	�K� �� /H�� 	��� )
 9��� 	, %���!�� %���	�&  %�	�$ &�3: . B��
� %���	�� %���
 ��)6 ()��;"  ��3 /L����" R�����)13 n18 (%��  &�?$��� %03�2��� B���2� /�	:��� )�: �� /H�03�2� B�� G��
)Semi-Struchtured Interview( /L����:� /� 	,� I%���	�� %��� 	��(" ��  ��'� n ;��*�� E�( B22�� �����

%������ :" (B��	$ &�*� �� 	�K� %���, %�	�$ B��3:� ��>��� 	, ����
� �" .� ( ������� ��� ����
� �"
%���: 9���.3 /H�3�$- �" &	�6 %���� %�$3 . 

 %��L )���� F��L �.3 %���	�� o5��� B�>�"B	��� $\� �� ����	$��� )��;'� DACL %����  0� %3�
40� ��
 4L� 9���'� F0� ��;� �" %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���.3:  

1(  &�	,� %�3�6�- %�$:* B���3 )��;'� DACL <��� %���� ��;, 4( %����.��� &����� #��7 <� #�
���  0�
&K1. 2 (�A�� �;�0� 	�	*�� /H3� )�: �� )��;'� DACH� �2�� 46����	�\� /�K��A�� D����\� %��>�0� 	�	��

  0� B�3!��� IE� ��>:�� /	�� )����� %���2� 4( /H2�� &����� 4( /H2�� /H��>, %��	�3 ����\�� IE06" ��
)�����  %H6��� 4( �3$�� %��L.3 �2�� /H����- F��
� I%�;��2��	��� %����� r	�3�.  

3 ()�;0� 4����6A�� 4����� /�	�� %
3* : �(�� �-��A�� 4����� /�	 	6����� &��'� )�: �� )�;0� 4����6
 4��
���� 4�	��� <��6��� B���C�� ���,'� � ���0����� D�,	$'��DACL 	��� )��;'�  4( ��3
 	�  �-

H�����/  ),'�  0� �"9�: ��;>A� 9���" ��;� �;: ��%��$��� %�����6A�� %������ B�3 .  

4( %�0����� E�(���� )5���)!� I:  )���'� B���C�� B����K I B���  I%����� 9��� I%���0����� %�H�(���� �
 E3��	� I4�	��� <��6��� 0�  �H00:�� %����� /��"� B�D�2� I&	����� %����6��� )���'� 9�3 4( %
��*�0� ��;���

%�>����� %;*�'� I%���$�� B���:��� I%���2!�� %�H�(�� B�����( ..��- .( �- &�(�� )5����� F0� %�H�(��� B	���
 )��;'� DA�L %�0��� %(	�L %;*�" 4( �H��7��� %��3
��� %�
����� %������A� B�,�;�� w���� ��� )��( )
*3
 ��
 I%33���� B��:� B	���%��	���� &��'� )L�
 � ..(%���	�� B3!" 	2 %������  )>(" �� �����'� F0� �.3

$\� �� E���,�� )�;�� %���� ��� )������%��$� %�����6�� %���� B�3��;>�3 %3�  .  

%��L.3 %���	�� B$�" 	,�  0� )���� %����  I��;�0( 4( %���;�� %���� )��;'�( �����;�0��� ���������K��� 
H����;3 <����� ��/ ���� /����� )��;" 4,�3 )!� .. B��( )3, ����� /� ��q( I	�	* �;: 4( /H����; B�>" G��
/H�����3 ���'� )��;'� �� )�6�� ��L ��:�� ���q( I������� ��	�� .. %3�$ 	�3 ���( /H�	����� /H6�� h3$���

8�	6.  
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Appendix (52) 

 

Conclusion in Arabic Version  

 	�3 %�K��� B���3�:A� @�3;� /� 	,� I&K1 ��;, 4( �����;�0��� )��;'� �� %0!�� %���  0� G�3�� ��L �6"
��� �L	�	�-G�3�� %05�" �� %3�6_� %���$ ��
� 4
� �H��D� .  

 ��6H���� B��K'�� B����$��� ������ �� 8���� ������ )��; %��K� B��	$� 4��;�0��� ��*�� 9���
/H� %���6��� %������ %�$��  0�� &����� 4���� <��6  0� %�30� B���
���� B���!.� �H� ��
 ��� )���A�� . ��


��� ������� �" ��� ���;���� �������� D��3�� &	��\ %$���� /H;�� /� I��K���� ����� G���
� �����;�0��� 9
����� %�c E���	 . /�� ���(1948%>����� �" &��! �" ��� B���� ���! )
 4( 4��;�0��� ����\� �$�� I .  

20( )�2��A�� %���2��� )6" �� 4��;�0��� ��*�� %>������ )����� %6���� B��	$  �- /H���� )��;'� 9��� 	
 9����� F��
� I/H3��," �" /H����6 �" /H���� �" /H� R�6�� �" )�2�� �" )�2��A� �" IB��3�� /	L )!� &	�	�

D���" )
 4( %������ G�	�'� l�L )
� %������� &	L�*���3 �" &�*�3� &��$3 #$20� %0����� %���;�0��� 4>��'�.  

 &�5�	 ������� �- E�� o�� ��� /L��"� )��;'�  0� ��3
 )
*3 �!" %�	�$�� B��3:0� ������� 9������ ���$��
4��;�0��� <��6��� 4( %��$��� %�����6A�� %������ B�3��;>A� �� 	�	��� .  

��	 D��6q3 G��3�� /�,�����3 %�
��0
- %� " :�;23 �����;�0��� )��;'�  0� %��K��� %�	�$�� B��3:�� ��!c&K1 �."  

������	 G�3�� ���*� )�*� :��$� %���	  ��'� %Quantitative Study  %��� %���	 %���!���Qualitative 

Study .  

61 +: �� �� �/����� : ����� B��	$� %���0����� %�����6A�� %��$��� %������ ��!d� �� #*
��  �- B(	L
K1 ��;, 4( �����;�0��� )��;'�  0� )���A��& . �� %���	�� %��� B��
�)1137 ( ��3 /L����" R����� )�;

)10 n18 ( G�!�� %����	�� )����0� %0!�� %�23; %�5��*� %2��;3 /L����:� /� 	,� I%��) %�	�	�\�� %�5�	�3A�
%����!��� (&K1 ��;, @;��� #0�:� �� .%������ M���2��� �� %3�6\�3 %���	�� %��� 	��(" /�, " :� %�5�, B��3:�
 %�	�$��(CTE) %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���" M��2� I)SPTSDS( %�$:*�� ��	2� ���3��� I)PAQ( .

 D��!" %���� B��	$ G�!� ),'�  0� 9��� 	, &K1  ��;, 4( 4��;�0( )�; )
 �" %���	�� l�L o5��� B�H7"
  $,'� %>�����)2000 n 2006 .(�� 9����� &��;: �� 8�>�" 	�K ����F0  %����.��� #��7�� 4L B��	$��

)!� B��	$0� %3��$���:  

n �2��� : G�3�� ��L 4( E�3�� w03 G��87.% 

n ����� B���� &	�� 45�3�H
�� ������ <;,. 
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n 4��
��� 7�7�
A� :/����� 4( %���
� %(�!
  0�" &K1 ��;, )
*� G��. 

n %��;3�� :�3 )�� ��	3 &K1 ��;, 4( ��
��� 4!0! �� 	�K� �� F��L ��L��� �� )����� )���A� <�� �3
 B�������  0� %����" &��$3 ��	���� ��;2�� ��
� /7��( I�>:'� ;:�� ):�	 /H0�� �
��'

%�6��:��. 

n  B���6�  0� %�30��� E����
���� /�:�� 	������ %�5��?�� 	������ I)���3�� B�	�	�-� %��	'� 4( 	���� �2���
%������ &����� . 

n ������� �2�D��>:�� B : �� %����6\� E����� X	��� A G�� I8�	6 &��?$ %�(��?6 %2;�� &K1 ��;2(
360 /
2 %�����6� �" %�>��� 	��� �" D��>: B�����  �- �2��� �H( I. 

n  ��$��� : ����
� �� E3*" ��*��� /H( I�3� ��3� �6 ��$� �� &K1 ��;, ��
� 4��L" 4����
��3
 �6� 4(. 

n ��56���  :� /�� /H�>��" �� ���6L ��� ���56��� �� /L ��;2�� ��
� /7�1948. 

n ��'� ������� : 4���� &�������� ��6H���� D�2*�� �� %�5�3� %��C� �$, �H� ��;�0( 4( ��'� /7��
 �3� 	���%!�! �" ��0�6 . 

n )�'� ��	2( : F��L�� 	�	���  �" 4( )�'� ��	2( ��'���6��� /H���3  �- ���I���, �H�� ���6L 4  �"
%���
�� &����� �(�� /H�  s���� 4( %����� �"" �
�����" /�0�����"%02����� %��	��� . 

 �.3 %������ %���	�� o5��� B�H7" 	2(41 % B�3��;>� 9���" �� ������ &K1 ��;23 �����;�0��� )��;'� ��
%�	$�� 	�3 ��  n6�� %���0�� )
�*�� %��$� %���� B�3��;>�%����� . �� �!
" F��L ") )�; #�" %5��!0!

4��;�0( ( /L		� w��3�� &K1 ��;, 4( )��;'� ���6� ��)742,200 (B�3��;>A� F0� �� ������ .  

 %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���" ���* %3�� �-41 %4����� �����  0� %�K�� :  

"(25  %� �� ������%�(��� B�3��;> )!� I " : 0� &�	2�� /	�  4( ��
���� �� #,���� %3��$ I%��H�3 /����
 I/	�$�� G	���H��� �� )
 �.3 ���*��/ ��c ��1."..  

�(22 %)!� I%������� B�3��;>� �� ������ " : ������  %��H� IM�3��
��� /��'� �� &������� I&	���� ���*��
	��-��� )�3��� I#�:��� �K���3 ���*�� I%�3$����."..  

g (22 %���)!� I%�����6� )
�*� �� ��� ": %;0� 9(� I���:d� <� )������  %��*:� 4���	��� F�0���
%�	�$�� G�	�'� )3, ��
 ��
 %�0���� )5���� ����'�3 <����� %3��$ I���0���� �" ��	�����."..  
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	 (17 %)!� I%���0�� )
�*� �� ������ " :� #�>���A�� K�
����  %3��$ I4��	�
'� )�$�� D��!" /0���� <� l�3
H
�0� 4( �K����� /	� IR�*��3 )��;'� DACL %,�� ���;>�� I/H5��K/H���	�� /."..  

l (14 %)!� %��$ B�3��;>� � 9���" �� ������ " : %�0�:� @;��� 4( %�3$� /A" I&	���� 4( /Ac I��	$��
9���� /L�� I����\� /�6 ��."..  

7�� ��( IG��3�� /0� 	�	� 4(� " 	�3 ��20�� /� %��K��� %�	�$�� B��3:�� ��!c �� ������ ����� )��;'� DACL /
g�� .. ���" 4( %�����6�� %���� B��	:  �- ��6���� )��;'� DACH( I%��$� %�����- %!��
 ��,�3 ���� ���

5�H�� 		��� ��L g��� �������� D�3;'� �" ���5�$:'� ��(�� ��$� �
�� I�
�� B,�) .. )
 �.3 ��>��(� �0(
%�3�  4��� o���� �" 4��� ��3;  �- ��6���� ��3�$��� )��;'� DACL �� .. ��  �- %6��3 ���q( &�*� �� 	�K�
#Ac 45�$:" 4��� ��3;� 4( ���-� ���( ��;�0( 4( M�� �(��� ��1 		��� ��L� I%;����� %�3���� )�	�� .  

 4����� G��3�� �q( IX�:" %���� ��� #��7�� D�� �3�3 	�K 	, ��3�$��� )��;'� �� 		��� F�� �" 	2���
 M��� 4( 4��	���� G�3�� @�3;� 	�3 B��	$�� ���
�� %�������2006 	, %3��$��� #��7��� B��	$�� �" G�� I

��K���� )���A� �� ���� ������ ��	�  0� )�!� �H� @3�� /� )
*3 BD�� .  

	���� @�3;��� �2�" E�" ��
 &�������  �- %(�>\�3 G�� I E���"� )�;�� �H�,�� �" @3�� /� #��7� B��	$ 4��
 	�3 ��$:�� E6�  0� &K1 ��;, ��
� 4��� 	2( I)���A� B������ �3�3 8����6 M���� �L	3
�� 4��� %���2��

 /��2006 40:�	 )���,� �� <*3 %�5�, %�30��� E����
���� E�����	� B��K�� 4���� .. ��� o����� 4( @K��  �- B	"
/H���� )��;b� �
��� B�*���� 4����6A�..  

 G��3�� B�6* 	,  ��'� %���	�� o5��� �-E6��0�  �3
" @��3 �� #*
0� 9����� l�6� )���� 	�	� #��:� ��3�"
�K� ��� ��>��� ����� )��;'� 9�3 F��L �"  ��'� %���	�� B�H7" G�� I%�	�$�� B��3:0� ������� �� 	
%���: %���� B�3��;>�� 9���" /H�	� ),'�  0� �" &	�6 %���� %�$3 ������� ����K�� IB��	$ &�*� . ��H�

 0� #���0� )��;'� DACL 9�3 %03�2� )�: �� %���!�� %���	�� D��6q3 G��3�� /�, #0�:�  #��7��� )������
%�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���.3 %3�$\� �� /H��� 4��� .  

6	��	@: �� �/��������	@ :  �- B(	L%������ )���� �� @��3 #*
��)%;����� )������ (The moderating factors 
 �" /1���  0� %��$� %�����6�� %���� B�3��;>�3 /H�3�$- )�02� �" )��;'� %���� 4( ��3
 )
*3 B	��� 4���

�K� �� /H�� 	��� )
 9��� 	, %���!�� %���	�� %��� 	��(" %�	�$ &�3: &�*� M�: �� 	 . %���	�� %��� B��
�
 ��)6 ( ��3 /L����" R����� )��;")13 n18 ( &�?$��� %03�2��� B���2� /�	:��� )�: �� /H�03�2� B�� G�� %��
)Semi-Struchtured Interview( ��'� %���	�� %��� 	��(" �� /L����:� /� 	,� I n ;��*�� E�( B22�� �����

%������ :+( B��	$ &�*� �� 	�K� %���, %�	�$ B��3:� ��>��� 	, ����
� �" .8(  ������� ��� ����
� �"
%���: 9���.3 /H�3�$- �" &	�6 %���� %�$3 . 
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 %3�$\� �� ����	$��� )��;'� DACL %����  0� B	��� %��L )���� F��L �.3 %���	�� o5��� B�>�"
 ��;� �" %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���.340� ��
 4L� 9���'� F0�:  

+( 96 %4( B0!�� )�;0� 4����6A�� 4����� /�	�� %
3* : )�: �� )�;0� 4����6A�� 4����� /�	�� �(�� �-
  �- )��;'� DACL 	��� 4��
���� 4�	��� <��6��� B���C�� ���,'� � ���0����� D�,	$'�� 	6����� &��'�

: ),'�  0� �" /H����� 4( ��3
 	�%��$��� %�����6A�� %������ B�3��;>A� 9���" ��;� �;: �� 9� .  

8( 75 %)!� %�3�6�\� %�$:*�� B��� 4( B0!�� " : I%�������� &�2��� ����\� I4�;��� M��� I )�'� I R��;��
%��>��� %��L.3 ����\� I4����6A� E;��� <� )����� )�$�A�� )$����� I%������ %3�$��� %��6*��  %���2����

 �H( )�; ��H� )���A� ��� �"� %�>2�� %��	�3 �2�� ����\� I)���A� %H6��� 4( �3$�� %��L" I�;��� )6" ��
%��2�� %��K���� &	��\� I��$, ."  

R( 60 %)!� I/0,.���� #�
��� B��6�������  4( B0!�� " : &�	2�� I%�	�$�� G�	�'�3 ����� )
*3 ��
���� /	�
���  0� 	�� I%3�$�� #��70� /����A� /	�� %���	�� 4( 	�H�6A� I%�	�$ G�	�' 9����� ���
� <� )���

%0
*��� )�� )5�	3 4( ��
���� I���$��."..  

�( 50 % 4( B0!��)!� I%�0����� E�(���� )5��� ) : I B���  I%����� 9��� I%���0����� %�H�(���� ����'�
��� <��6��� B���C�� B����K ��;��� I4�	�� 4( %����� /��"� B�D�2� I&	����� %����6��� )���'� 9�3 4( %
��*�

%�>����� %;*�'� I%���$�� B���:��� I%���2!�� %�H�(�� B�����( �H00:�� ..��- .( %�H�(���� )5����� F0� &�(� �-
��� %�
����� %������A� B�,�;�� w���� ��� )��( )
*3 )��;'� DA�L B	��� %(	�L %;*�" 4( �H��7��� %��3


B	��� ��
 I%33��� %�0���  �� ;�?>��� ���� #��:� 4( 8�>�"%��	���� &��'� )L�
 ..� %���	�� B3!" 	,
 )������ )>(" �� �����'� F0� �.3 %������4(  %�����6�� %���� B�3��;>�3 %3�$\� �� E���,�� )�;�� %����

%��$�  .  
  

	�� o5��� B��*" 	2�4����� G�3�� 4( %���!���  ��'� %��� : F��L �-		�  �� B��3:� ��>��� ����� )��;'�
&	�	*� %��K� %�	�$I �0� �H7� /� 	, /H�� 	��� )
 �" /1���  0� I%�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���" /H

%�	�$ B��3: &�*� �� 	�K� ��� 9���.  B�H7" I B�3�2���� 4�$��� G�3�� o5��� )�: ��( &�, �.3 o5�����
 B���� I %�����\�� %�6����	�\� )������� I 	����� 	��$�� %(�2!� %������ E�3�$� )�;0� 40:�	�� 4����� D��3��
 �� 4����6A�� 4����� /�	�� %
3* &�,� I%3�$�� #��7��� B��	$�� <� #�
���  0� &�	2��� I )�;�� %�$:*

'�� D�,	$'�� %��	���� &��'� )3, 4( �!" �H� ��
 %���
��� ��1� %���
��� <��6��� B���C�� ����6��� ���,
%�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���.3 %3�$\� �� )��;'� DACL %����.  

 9���" ��H7� %������ /H��$ ��L	� �� ��.� 4( /L )��;'� DACL �.3 ��>� �" <�;��� 	�" A ��L <��
B,� " 4( %�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>�  %������� %��>��� %��3�� ���3 F��� �$2� �" )�;� 	, @�A
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)�; )
� %�����6A�� ...  �- %6��3 ����K�� /H�" G�� I �;:�� &�5�	 4( )��;'� �� %5��� l�L 8�>�" <>� ���
 /H�����(  0� 7������ I%�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���.3 %3�$\� �;: �� /H������ %���	� %�5�,� o���3

,�/H���6�� /H���' %�3�6�\� %�6���\� /H���	 .  

 ��6���� /L��1 /" ��3�$��� D��� &K1 ��;, 4( )��;'� h5��* <��6 �.3 G��3�� E3�� �" 	�� I@3� ��  0� D��3
����,  �- o���3�� l�L /�2��� I/H032���� /H����; ���> �� /L��2�\ %06�� o���3 )�: �� %����� /���L�  �-: 

 +( %�0�L.�� %�6�� o���3 :%�	$�� 	�3 �� B�3��;>�3 ��3�$��� )��;'� %�	:  �- E6�� G��.  

 8( %���	 � %�5�,� o���3 : 	�3 �� B�3��;>� 9���" /H�0� �H7� /� ����� )��;'� %�	:  �- E6�� G��
%���: 9���" /H�	� /H�" �" %�	$��.  

� �� 	�K�� /�C� 4��� X�:'� B��	$�� �� �" ��
 /�'�� &������� �� #�K��� F�� �" 4L )��;'� DACL &����
���� /����� X"�� /��"� ��H��� h>� 4( G	�� .. 4����� D��3�� &�23 %��L�6 &��$3 �!.�� %�	$�� ��� )���� 	�(

%�	$��  ���� )�;�� ����� %2��;3 F��
� 46��������� .  

* ����� �?A ' � 8�� =Strenght of this research  I%���	�� ��>�� %��$"� &	6 4( )!��� %��� �" ��

 IM��	���� %�(��?6�� @;������ ����'� 4( &K1 ��;, B�7(��� #0�:�� %0!�� %���	��	�K 	2(  %��� 	��(" 		�

 �� %���	�� /��� �" G��30� h��� ��� )�; #�"&K1 ��;, 4( )��;'� <��6  0� E����	 o5��� . 8�>�" G��3�� /�,
��3� %3�6_�� G�30� %�K��� M���2��� �� 	�	��� ���;�� G�	 &��$ 9�� G��3�� )��� F��
 IE�AC��� �

 �" 4����� G�3�� ��;��� ��H3� IE���6�� E���" )�: �� )�;��  0� &�!C��� )����0� �� 	�  �- %0��
�� %�!�3
 ��� )�;�� )��(" 	�	� #��:� ��3�" #0: %���
�� )������  �- )$� ��� I %�	�$�� B��3:0� ������� 9�����

)�L.���� g���� � 	�*�\� B��0�� 	�3 ���( )H�� . �"� I l	��� )�;�� 4( B��� %0
*��� �.3 G��3�� h>�" �>�"
 )��
�� )���� �� )K��3 E� %�K��� %���0����� %��$��� %�����6A�� %������ B��	:�� /�	2� 4( )�;��  &	����

�� <� ���	'�#�
 ��1 )�;��3 %;����� %����6��� �$��� )��( ��1� .. %;����� B�2����� 4( �7��� �6� ���-�
)!� %�6���\� E�,�; �" E
�0� �" E0����  0� �30� �!C� 4���� )�;�� )�� " : %���6 I	6���� I%��	��� I &��'�

4��
���� 4�	��� <��6��� B���C� I���,'� I @�(���..��- .  

B�	, F��
  /�� &	�	��� %������ B��	$0� ��>��� ����� D����'� )��;'� B03�, �H�" G�� ����� 8�3��6 %���	��
%��	 %��$� %�����6�� %���� B�3��;>�3 ��3�$� .. ����34( �3��1 %�>���� B����	��I � /�2 G��3�� %���	3

'� ��3�" /H�� %���� 9���" �� ������ ����� �" ��3�;>��� ��:*'�%�>���� 9��� .. G�3�� ��L 4( �
��
 B��( I%���>��� %2��� &��$3 %���	�� %05�" �� %3�6\� h��$� K������  0� G��3�� ��� )��;'� %03�2�

D����'�. 
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)� 	� 	7�A+ *� �	� 9���  �	� 9��� *� ���9�� ���	��� O�/��� � ��	��� O=�  �;�:  

 "( � %���	�� B����3  0� )�$��� %3��$ )���A� B��� ���$�� @;��� 4( ��*��� ��$������ �' ��7�
40�5���\�  �- ���0� �
���� /	�  �- %(�>- IG��3�� EH6�� ��� 4$:*�� �;:�� 4( B�3��$�� F0� B0!��� I

 &K1 ��;, 4( ����2��� ��!��3�� 	�" #�0
�  �- G��3�� <(	 ��� IG�3�� �� 4��!�� DK6�� @�3;�� &K1 ��;,
��A4��	���� G�3�� ��  23� �� )��
 .  

� (%0H� ��1 %�H� )���A�� ����� #��7 4( )�; #�" �� �!
"  0� 4��	�� G�3 D��6-.  

g (G��3�� �� ���3
 ��,� ������ �H��6��� %������ B���3�:A�� M���2��� G�	��� ���;� .  

	 (� 4( �3�� I E��7��� /	�� �������3 45�3�H
�� ������ ��;2�� 9�3 );�� I�:d B,� �� G��3�� )�� s��*
B���3��A� �� %1����� B����3�� )�:	- 4( �H�	:��� )���� @��( ��
 4��� ������� &KH6".  

* '�	��:  

 E,�2� /7�� )�K� ��� 	2( 	, �H( I	�	* �;:� %!��
  �- 9���� 4��;�0��� )�;�� �.3 )�2�� <�;��� ��L ���
�2�� �H�0�
 4��� %�����\�%�����\� ���� : �" 4( E2� I/�0���� 4( E2� I������� ���� �" 4( E2� I&����� 4( E2� )!�

E>�"  0� ����
 ���� �" 4( E2� I���c� ��.3 s���� 4( E2� IE����;3 <���� .  

 E(��7 ����� /�� IB��	$�� F0�� 9����� 4( ����� ��- 4��;�0��� )�;�� �.3 G��3�� E6����� �� I8���:"�
�� l���� E����  0� �	�	H� )
*� %���6 �;�:� E6���� E�q( I/����� )��;" 4,�3 )!� E,�2� )�� /�� I%�����

4��3;�� .. B�3��$ 8�>�" )
*� ��� IE0�
.3 %���;�� )�6 ��	2�3 %!��
  �- 4��;�0��� <��6��� 9���� ���
	�3 ���( /H6��� B�	�2��� .  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 


